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ABSTRACT
Tidal features in the outskirts of galaxies yield unique information about their past interactions
and are a key prediction of the hierarchical structure formation paradigm. The Vera C. Rubin
Observatory is poised to deliver deep observations for potentially of millions of objects with
visible tidal features, but the inference of galaxy interaction histories from such features is not
straightforward. Utilising automated techniques and human visual classification in conjunc-
tion with realistic mock images produced using the NEWHORIZON cosmological simulation,
we investigate the nature, frequency and visibility of tidal features and debris across a range
of environments and stellar masses. In our simulated sample, around 80 per cent of the flux in
the tidal features around Milky Way or greater mass galaxies is detected at the 10-year depth
of the Legacy Survey of Space and Time (30− 31 mag arcsec−2), falling to 60 per cent as-
suming a shallower final depth of 29.5 mag arcsec−2. The fraction of total flux found in tidal
features increases towards higher masses, rising to 10 per cent for the most massive objects
in our sample (M? ∼ 1011.5 M�). When observed at sufficient depth, such objects frequently
exhibit many distinct tidal features with complex shapes. The interpretation and characterisa-
tion of such features varies significantly with image depth and object orientation, introducing
significant biases in their classification. Assuming the data reduction pipeline is properly op-
timised, we expect the Rubin Observatory to be capable of recovering much of the flux found
in the outskirts of Milky Way mass galaxies, even at intermediate redshifts (z < 0.2).
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1 INTRODUCTION

Hierarchical structure formation scenarios (e.g. Fall & Efstathiou
1980; van den Bosch et al. 2002; Agertz et al. 2011) predict that
massive galaxies acquire much of their stellar mass through a com-
bination of continuous cold gas accretion and mergers with smaller
objects (e.g. Press & Schechter 1974; Moster et al. 2013; Kavi-
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raj et al. 2015; Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2016; Martin et al. 2018b;
Davison et al. 2020; Martin et al. 2021). As a consequence, merg-
ers are also expected to play a significant role in driving the evo-
lution of galaxy properties, for example, by triggering (Schweizer
1982; Mihos & Hernquist 1996; Duc et al. 1997; Elbaz & Cesarsky
2003; Kaviraj et al. 2011; Lofthouse et al. 2017; Martin et al. 2017)
or quenching (Schawinski et al. 2014; Barro et al. 2017; Pontzen
et al. 2017; Kawinwanichakij et al. 2017) star formation in the
host galaxy or by driving its morphological evolution (e.g. Toomre
1977; Dekel et al. 2009; Conselice et al. 2009; Taranu et al. 2013;
Naab et al. 2014; Fiacconi et al. 2015; Graham et al. 2015; Gómez
et al. 2017; Deeley et al. 2017; Welker et al. 2017; Martin et al.
2018a; Jackson et al. 2019). Signatures of past mergers take the
form of faint extended tidal features such as tails (e.g. Pfleiderer
1963; Toomre & Toomre 1972; Peirani et al. 2010; Kaviraj 2014;
Kaviraj et al. 2019) or plumes (e.g. Lauer 1988) – which are typi-
cally produced by major mergers – and streams (e.g. Johnston et al.
1999; Shipp et al. 2018; Martinez-Delgado et al. 2021) or shells
(e.g. Malin & Carter 1983; Quinn 1984) – which mainly arise from
minor interactions – as well as in the structure of the surround-
ing diffuse light (e.g., Johnston et al. 2002; Choi et al. 2002; Gra-
ham 2002; Seigar et al. 2007; Kaviraj et al. 2012; Montes 2019;
Iodice et al. 2019; Monachesi et al. 2016, 2019). These features,
which arise from many different types of encounter, hold a fossil
record of the host galaxy’s past interactions and mergers which can
be used to reconstruct its assembly history and dynamical history
(Johnston et al. 2008; Martínez-Delgado et al. 2009; Belokurov
et al. 2017; Ren et al. 2020; Spavone et al. 2020; Montes et al.
2020; Vera-Casanova et al. 2021). However, the majority of tidal
features are expected to have surface brightnesses fainter than 30
mag arcsec−2 in the r-band (Johnston et al. 2008). Although push-
ing towards these kinds of limiting surface brightnesses remains
extremely challenging, it is nevertheless desirable to do so, being
necessary to uncover a more detailed history of local Universe. This
is not only vital for our understanding of hierarchical galaxy assem-
bly (e.g. Johnston et al. 2001; Wang et al. 2012), but also serves as
a novel galactic scale probe of more fundamental physics such as
theories of gravity (e.g. Gentile et al. 2007; Renaud et al. 2016) and
dark matter (Dubinski et al. 1996; Kesden & Kamionkowski 2006;
Dumas et al. 2015; van Dokkum et al. 2018; Montes et al. 2020).
In particular, tidal structure is a powerful tracer of the underlying
galactic halo potential (e.g. Dubinski et al. 1999; Varghese et al.
2011; Bovy et al. 2016; Ibata et al. 2020; Malhan et al. 2021).

Over the last few decades, advances in the sensitivity and field
of view of modern instruments (e.g. Miyazaki et al. 2002; Kui-
jken et al. 2002; Mihos et al. 2005; Miyazaki et al. 2012; Diehl &
Dark Energy Survey Collaboration 2012; Abraham & van Dokkum
2014; Torrealba et al. 2018) and increasing sophistication of ob-
servational and data-analysis techniques (e.g. Mihos et al. 2005;
Akhlaghi & Ichikawa 2015; Pawlik et al. 2016; Prole et al. 2018;
Morales et al. 2018; Rich et al. 2019; Tanoglidis et al. 2021b; Zarit-
sky et al. 2021) have permitted relatively large studies that concen-
trate on the low surface brightness (LSB) regime which tidal fea-
tures inhabit. This has made possible the detailed characterisation
of the LSB components of galaxies (e.g. Kado-Fong et al. 2018;
Bílek et al. 2020) and allowed studies of their prevalence (e.g. Hood
et al. 2018).

The 10-year Legacy Survey of Space and Time (LSST), which
will take place at the Vera C. Rubin Observatory (Olivier et al.
2008; Ivezić et al. 2019), will lead to a step change in the depth
and detail that can be achieved by wide area surveys. Data from
the 10-year survey will vastly increase the number of known ob-

jects with tidal features. While deep observations tracing low sur-
face brightness structures and galaxies have been possible previ-
ously (e.g. Martínez-Delgado et al. 2009; Kim et al. 2012; Beaton
et al. 2014; Duc et al. 2015; Mihos et al. 2015; Kado-Fong et al.
2018; Zaritsky et al. 2019; Iodice et al. 2019; Trujillo et al. 2021),
LSST will offer a distinct advantage as these studies have generally
been limited to small fields or targeted observations of individual
galaxies (typically emphasising cluster environments) or else do
not have the requisite depth to detect a significant fraction of promi-
nent tidal features. LSST uniquely combines very deep imaging (r-
band depth better than 30.5 mag arcsec−2 with 10′′×10′′ binning;
Laine et al. 2018; Brough et al. 2020) with a wide area covering
the whole Southern sky (18,000 square degrees). This will enable
detailed statistical studies of tidal features within a representative
volume of the Universe for the first time.

It is expected that the raw data produced by the Rubin Obser-
vatory will be of sufficient quality to study low surface brightness
features (Robertson et al. 2017; Kaviraj 2020; Trujillo et al. 2021).
However, a number of other obstacles still remain if the available
data are to be exploited to their full potential. The characterisation
of tidal features requires not only sufficiently deep imaging but also
bespoke data reduction suitable for LSB science and a thorough un-
derstanding of biases and uncertainties present in the data.

Follow-up observations for the full population of galaxies with
LSB features that will be revealed by LSST will be intractable, es-
pecially as tidal features and disturbed morphologies are expected
to be ubiquitous in massive galaxies (e.g. Tal et al. 2009; Cib-
inel et al. 2019) and likely remain at least somewhat common in
lower mass galaxies (e.g. Martínez-Delgado et al. 2012; Martin
et al. 2021). Analysis of the majority of galaxies will therefore
be based primarily on available 2-d photometric information. This
means that additional information such as spectroscopy and multi-
wavelength data, which can reveal important information about
the distances, 3-d distribution, kinematics, environments, baryonic
content and stellar populations of galaxies (e.g. Bournaud et al.
2004; Kadowaki et al. 2017; Junais et al. 2020; Karunakaran et al.
2020), will be unavailable for a majority of objects. Analysis of the
majority of galaxies will therefore be limited to Rubin Observatory
data.

With regards to the characterisation of the tidal features them-
selves, automated methods (e.g. Grillmair et al. 1995; Conselice
et al. 2000; Rockosi et al. 2002; Lotz et al. 2004; Hendel et al.
2019; Pearson et al. 2021) can help to define the structure of galax-
ies and identify merging systems and their tidal features, but a
full characterisation of these galaxies and their tidal features be-
fitting the quality of the available photometric data will require de-
tailed visual inspection by human classifiers (e.g. Darg et al. 2010;
Bílek et al. 2020). Visual inspection relies on a significant level of
domain knowledge and physical intuition for interpretation. This
inevitably introduces some level of subjectivity, especially in the
absence of precise redshifts, kinematics or other 3-d information.
While machine learning and machine vision techniques can help
alleviate reliance on human classifiers (e.g. Beck et al. 2018; Hen-
del et al. 2019; Walmsley et al. 2019), continuous human interven-
tion will likely still be required. Training sets, will still need to be
constructed and labelled by human classifiers, and as the coadded
LSST images become deeper they will need to be routinely updated
(Martin et al. 2020). Some level of bias is therefore unavoidable and
its nature may evolve with a number of factors including limiting
surface brightness, galaxy mass and orientation (e.g. Mantha et al.
2019; Müller et al. 2019; Blumenthal et al. 2020; Lambrides et al.
2021).
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Some sources of bias, such as the effect of projection, are in-
trinsic to observations, while others like image depth, can be im-
proved with longer exposure times. For example, depending on the
angle at which a given LSB structure is observed, the efficiency
with which they are detected can be impacted (Mancillas et al.
2019; Vera-Casanova et al. 2021) or their nature can change so that
the same structures appear either stream-like or shell-like from dif-
ferent angles (Hendel & Johnston 2015; Greco et al. 2018a). Addi-
tionally different classes of tidal features may become more or less
detectable over time, can persist over differing timescales (Johnston
et al. 1999; Bullock & Johnston 2005; Mancillas et al. 2019; Vera-
Casanova et al. 2021) or else may transform into different classes
of tidal structures (Foster et al. 2014; Hendel & Johnston 2015).
Other unrelated structures like galactic cirrus (Miville-Deschênes
et al. 2016; Román et al. 2020) or instrumental artefacts (Tanog-
lidis et al. 2021b; Chang et al. 2021) can be misclassified or oth-
erwise inhibit the detection of tidal features. At higher redshifts,
it can also become increasingly difficult to interpret images as the
angular scale of objects decreases and they become more poorly
resolved.

The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the expected perfor-
mance of the LSST at recovering all forms of tidal features and
diffuse light occurring in the outskirts of galaxies based on re-
alistic mock images produced using the NEWHORIZON simula-
tion (Dubois et al. 2021). We make predictions as a function of
a galaxy’s physical properties, redshift and imaging depth. We then
explore how stellar mass, ex-situ mass fraction, redshift, limiting
surface brightness and orientation may affect or bias the visual
characterisation of galaxies by expert human classifiers across dif-
ferent types of tidal features.

• In Section 2 we present an overview of the NEWHORIZON

simulation along with the relevant physics and the method for pro-
ducing mock images and merger trees as well as outline our visual
classification scheme.
• In Section 3 we explore the properties of the extended light

around galaxies using automated techniques to separate the LSB
components. We study the spatial and surface brightness distribu-
tions as well as the fraction of tidal flux that we expect to detect
at various limiting surface brightnesses and redshifts. We addition-
ally consider how tidal flux fraction evolves with galaxy mass and
accretion history.
• In Section 4 we present the results of visual classifications of

our mock images by human classifiers. We discuss the frequency
of different classes of tidal feature as a function of galaxy mass
and limiting surface brightness and look at how limiting surface
brightness, redshift and projection can introduce biases.
• In Section 5 we summarise our results.

Throughout this paper we adopt a ΛCDM cosmology con-
sistent with Komatsu et al. (2011) (Ωm = 0.272, ΩΛ = 0.728,
Ωb = 0.045, H0 = 70.4 kms−1 Mpc−1) and we primarily assume
a Salpeter (1955) initial mass function (IMF).

2 METHOD

We employ the state-of-the-art cosmological hydrodynamical sim-
ulation, NEWHORIZON, in order to produce realistic mock obser-
vations of galaxies and their outskirts, companions and satellites
within a self-consistent cosmological context. These objects have
known properties and interaction histories which can be used to
test the efficacy of observational assumptions and techniques.

2.1 The NEWHORIZON simulation

The NEWHORIZON simulation1 (Dubois et al. 2021) is a zoom-in
of the (142 Mpc)3 parent Horizon-AGN simulation (Dubois et al.
2014; Kaviraj et al. 2017). Initial conditions are generated using
cosmological parameters that are compatible with WMAP7 ΛCDM
cosmology (Komatsu et al. 2011) (Ωm = 0.272, FΩΛ = 0.728,
σ8 = 0.81, Ωb = 0.045, H0 = 70.4 kms−1 Mpc−1, and ns = 0.967).
Within the original Horizon-AGN volume, a spherical volume with
a diameter of 20 Mpc and an effective resolution of 40963 is de-
fined, corresponding to a dark matter (DM) mass resolution and
initial gas mass resolution of mDM = 1.2× 106 M� and mgas =
2× 105 M�. NEWHORIZON uses the adaptive mesh refinement
(AMR) code RAMSES (Teyssier 2002) and gas is evolved with a
second-order Godunov scheme and the approximate Harten-Lax-
Van Leer-Contact (Toro 1999) Riemann solver with linear interpo-
lation of the cell-centred quantities at cell interfaces.

NEWHORIZON combines high stellar mass (1.3× 104M�)
and spatial resolution (∼ 34 pc), with a contiguous volume of
(16 Mpc)3. The volume probes field and group environments, but
does not extend to dense clusters (the maximum halo mass is
Mh ∼ 1013 M�). Given the diffuse nature of galaxy stellar haloes,
the trade off between resolution and volume is an important con-
sideration. We find NEWHORIZON to be a better compromise than
similar simulations like Illustris TNG50 (Nelson et al. 2019) or RO-
MULUS25 (Tremmel et al. 2017), both of which trade larger vol-
umes for lower mass resolution. The closest similar simulation in
terms of mass resolution is TNG50, with a volume of (50 Mpc)3

and a stellar mass resolution (8.5×104M�). For comparison, most
observed tidal features individually account for ∼ 0.1 per cent to a
few per cent of the total stellar mass of a system (e.g. van Dokkum
et al. 2019; Fensch et al. 2020), meaning these tidal features would
resolved with only ∼ 100−1000 particles and ∼ 800−8000 parti-
cles for a galaxy of M? = 1010 M� by TNG50 and NEWHORIZON

respectively.
The additional resolution of NEWHORIZON is therefore im-

portant in order to sample as much as possible the LSB outskirts
of galaxies at surface brightness limits that contemporary or forth-
coming instrument will be capable of targeting (see Section 2.1.1).
NEWHORIZON also has sufficient volume to yield a reasonable
sample of massive galaxies (M? > 1010 M�) and provides a realis-
tic distribution of galaxies, as well as fully simulating the cosmo-
logical context required to produce galaxies with ab initio realistic
interaction and formation histories (as opposed to zoom-in simula-
tions of individual haloes, where the zoom region must be carefully
selected to avoid bias).

NEWHORIZON reproduces key galaxy properties with good
agreement to observed quantities. The galaxy stellar mass func-
tion, galaxy size-mass relation, halo mass-stellar mass relation as
well as the evolution of galaxy morphology and cosmic star for-
mation rate densities show fair agreement with observationally de-
rived relations. There is however significant uncertainty from cos-
mic variance owing to size of the simulated region. Relevant to
this study, NEWHORIZON appears to deviate from observations at
the high mass end or the galaxy size-mass relation and at the low
mass end of the halo-mass stellar-mass relation. Galaxies appear
somewhat more compact than expected at M? & 1011 M� and have
stellar masses that are relatively too massive for halo masses of
Mh . 1011 M�. We refer readers to Sections 3.2., 3.6., 3.7. and 3.9
of Dubois et al. (2021) for a more detailed description of the galaxy

1 http://new.horizon-simulation.org
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stellar mass function, halo mass- stellar mass relation, size-mass re-
lation and kinematics respectively.

2.1.1 Numerical resolution limit for detecting tidal features

Because the stellar particle mass resolution of a simulation places
limits on its ability to resolve structures, we first attempt to es-
timate the numerical limits that the resolution of NEWHORIZON

places on our ability to resolve tidal features. We restrict our analy-
sis to shells, which we are typically fainter than tails (see Figure 14)
and therefore more susceptible to resolution effects. In Appendix
A we describe an analytical method using analytical shell profiles
(Sanderson & Helmi 2013) and Sérsic (1968) profiles. We find that
this is dependent on a number of factors including the galactocen-
tric radius of the tidal feature and the shape and brightness of the
galaxy profile.

Even with its relatively high stellar mass resolution, for the
most massive galaxies in our sample, we do not expect NEWHORI-
ZON to resolve shells with surface brightnesses comparable to
LSST 10-year depth (µ lim

r (3σ ,10′′× 10′′) ≈ 30.5 mag arcsec−2)
close to the central regions of galaxies (r < 4.5 Reff). For less mas-
sive galaxy models, it is possible to detect faint shells at signifi-
cantly smaller radii but, for the full sample, we would likely require
significantly better mass resolution to enable us to detect all tidal
features. As the underlying radial and surface brightness distribu-
tion of shells and other tidal features is not known, it is difficult
to estimate how significantly this affects our results, but shells are
typically resolved down to sufficiently small radii so as to have neg-
ligible impact on the number of detected tidal features for depths re-
alistically achievable by LSST. At significantly higher limiting sur-
face brightnesses more care is needed in interpreting results. Shells
which would be observationally detectable may not be sufficiently
resolved at radii significantly larger than 10 Reff, meaning the fre-
quency of tidal features at very faint limiting surface brightens is
likely underestimated, particularly around more massive galaxies.
We refer to Appendix A for a more detailed discussion.

2.2 Galaxy Sample

We use the structure finder ADAPTAHOP (Aubert et al. 2004) to
separately detect both galaxies, haloes along with their respective
sub-structures based on the distribution of dark matter and star par-
ticles in the simulation box respectively. The centre of each galaxy
or halo is recursively determined by seeking the centre of mass in a
shrinking sphere, while decreasing its radius by 10 per cent recur-
rently down to a minimum radius of 0.5 kpc (Power et al. 2003).
We impose a minimum structure size of 100 dark matter particles
and 50 star particles as well as requiring and an average overden-
sity of 80 times the critical density for dark matter haloes and 160
times the critical density for galaxies (see Aubert et al. 2004, for de-
tails). Halo virial masses and radii are obtained by computing the
kinetic and gravitational energy within ellipsoids, stopping once
virial equilibrium is sufficiently well verified (Dubois et al. 2021).

We select 30 host galaxies with stellar masses greater than
1010 M� with a supplementary sample of 7 host galaxies with stel-
lar masses of 109.5 M� < M? < 1010 M�, which were selected
to better probe trends for lower mass galaxies. We do not include
any galaxies whose haloes are contaminated by low-resolution dark
matter particles from outside of the high-resolution zoom region. In

total, this sample consists of 37 objects at z = 0.22 and their pro-
genitors at z = 0.4,0.6 and 0.8 giving a total of 148 objects across
4 different redshifts. Figure 1 shows the stellar mass (M?) and halo
mass (Mh) distribution of host galaxies in our sample presented as
a scatter plot and stacked histograms for each redshift. All galax-
ies in our sample are resolved with a minimum of ∼ 250,000 star
particles and an average of ∼ 106 star particles. We select galax-
ies only based on the criteria above, making no attempt to prefer-
entially select galaxies with prominent tidal features. Apart from
environmental bias due to the size of the simulated volume (see
Section 2.1), the sample presented in this paper is therefore un-
biased with respect to accretion history and representative of the
intermediate and high mass populations found in the simulation at
low-to-intermediate redshift as a whole.

The thick black line and filled region indicate the median halo
mass–stellar mass relation and its 1σ scatter at z = 0.2. While
there is good qualitative agreement for more massive central haloes
compared to best fit semi-empirical relations from Behroozi et al.
(2013) and Moster et al. (2013) and compared to the empirical
model of Behroozi et al. (2019), below the knee of the relation
there is significant overestimation in baryon conversion efficiency
(at least partially a consequence of a lack of clusters or rich group
haloes in the simulation volume). In turn, the total accreted stel-
lar mass in central haloes is likely overestimated. For a given halo
mass, this may result in elevated tidal feature strength or greater
quantities of diffuse light around NEWHORIZON galaxies com-
pared with their observed counterparts.

Another important consideration, which we do not investi-
gate here, is how resolution effects and implementation of sub-grid
physics impact the orbital sub-structures that are produced in our
synthetic galaxies and their haloes. One example is the over or un-
der production of bars, explored in Reddish et al. (2021), which
could potentially inhibit the detection of tidal features or otherwise
result in misclassification. Perhaps more important to this study are
the orbits and phase-space correlations of the satellite galaxies that
are responsible for producing tidal features (e.g. Pawlowski 2021).
We defer a full discussion of agreement with observed quantities
and phase-space analysis to an upcoming paper (Uzeirbegovic, in
preparation).

In Figure 2, we present g,r,i false colour images of each ob-
ject in our sample for the snapshot corresponding to a redshift of
z = 0.4 in the context of the larger cosmic structure and with the
same scale. The distribution of LSB structure is shown out to 1 Rvir
for each galaxy, with every other galaxy in the simulation with
107.5 < M?/M� < 109.5 shown as a point source whose brightness
and colour correspond to their mass and specific star formation rate
respectively. The images are stretched so that black corresponds
to 35 mag arcsec−2. The process of producing these images is de-
scribed in the next section.

2.3 Mock images

The analysis of mock observations (e.g. Jonsson 2006; Naab et al.
2014; Choi et al. 2018; Camps & Baes 2020; Olsen et al. 2021)
is the most direct method of comparing models and making predic-
tions based on theoretical or synthetic data. In the following section
we describe how we produce Rubin-like mock images for each of
the galaxies in our sample.

2 The lowest redshift to which the simulation had been run at the time of
analysis.

MNRAS 000, 1–29 (2021)
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Figure 1. Scatter plot and stacked histograms showing the distribution of
host galaxy halo masses and stellar masses selected at z = 0.2 along with
their progenitors at z = 0.4,0.6 and 0.8. There are a total of 148 objects (37
unique objects at 4 different snapshots). Objects in our sample are indicated
by coloured points while all other objects are indicated by smaller grey
points. The thick black line and shaded region indicate the median halo
mass–stellar mass relation and its 1σ scatter. Also indicated by coloured
dashed lines show relations from the literature (Behroozi et al. 2013; Moster
et al. 2013; Behroozi et al. 2019).

2.3.1 Star particle fluxes

We produce mock images by first extracting star particles in a
(1 Mpc)3 cube centred around each host galaxy. Spectral energy
distributions (SEDs) for each star particle are calculated from a grid
of Bruzual & Charlot (2003, BC03 hereafter) simple stellar popu-
lation (SSP) models interpolated to the age and metallicity of each
star particle. We assume a single Salpeter (1955) IMF for all ob-
jects3. If we instead consider a Chabrier (2003) IMF, this changes
the brightness of the central galaxy and its tidal features roughly
equally so that they are both become slightly brighter overall. There
is not, therefore, any qualitative impact on our results other than
to increase surface brightnesses by roughly 0.6 mag arcsec−2 (or
equivalently reducing the limiting surface brightness by the same
amount) with negligible scatter introduced. Changing the IMF from
Salpeter (1955) to Chabrier (2003) confers a less than a 2 per cent
change in the quantities presented in Section 3.1.2.

We account for the effects of dust via a dust screen model in
front of each star particle, so that the dust column density in each
AMR gas cell is given by:

Ncell = ρ Z ∆r×GDR, (1)

where ρ is the gas density of the cell, Z is the metallicity, ∆r is the
length of the cell along a given line of sight and GDR is the gas-
to-dust ratio, for which we assume a value of 0.4 (e.g. Draine et al.
2007). The total column density in front of each star particle, N, is
calculated by summing along the line-of-sight. By calculating dust

3 Note that, for the purposes of calculating stellar feedback and mass loss,
the NEWHORIZON simulation assumes a Chabrier (2003) IMF (see Section
2.4. of Dubois et al. 2021).

attenuation separately for each particle, we ensure that the geome-
try of the spatial distribution of dust within and around the galaxy
is taken into account. Note that, since we focus on the outskirts of
galaxies where there is very little gas and dust, modelling dust at-
tenuation is only relevant for observational predictions for the flux
of the host galaxy.

Using the R= 3.1 Milky Way dust grain model of Weingartner
& Draine (2001), we then produce the dust attenuated SED:

I(λ )attenuated = I(λ )e−κ(λ )N , (2)

where I(λ ) is the SED’s luminosity density as a function of wave-
length and κ(λ ) is the dust opacity as a function of wavelength
from Weingartner & Draine (2001). The luminosity of each star
particle is calculated by first summing the resultant luminosity of
the attenuated SEDs once they have been redshifted and convolved
with the LSST u, g ,r ,i, z and y bandpass transmission functions
(Olivier et al. 2008). The apparent magnitude of each star particle
is calculated taking into account mass loss from stellar winds and
the distance modulus.

2.3.2 Smoothing

Where the density of star particles falls below a few particles per
0.2′′ pixel of the Rubin Observatory LSSTCam, it is necessary to
apply smoothing in order to better represent the distribution of stel-
lar mass in phase space and remove unrealistic variation between
adjacent pixels (usually only an issue in the extreme outskirts of
galaxies). To achieve this, we use an adaptive smoothing scheme4

following a similar procedure to the ADAPTIVEBOX method em-
ployed by Merritt et al. (2020).

We first create a super-sample from the original star particles
by splitting them into a large number of smaller particles and then
distribute them according to the local density as follows:

(i) Calculate the distance to the 5th nearest neighbour for each
star particle, dk=5.

(ii) Split each star particle into 500 equal flux particles whose
positions are drawn from a Gaussian distribution about the centre
of the original particle and with a standard deviation equal to dk=5
such that P(x,y,z)∼N ([x0,y0,z0],σ = dk=5).

(iii) Create a 2D image by collapsing the particles along one of
the axes and summing the flux across a 2D grid with elements of
0.2′′×0.2′′.

Figure 3 shows an example of a false colour smoothed mock
image for one of our simulated galaxies in 3 different projections.
In these images, black corresponds to a surface brightness fainter
than ∼ 35 mag arcsec−2. At very low surface brightnesses (sig-
nificantly in excess of those currently accessible), almost all ob-
jects in our sample display multiple distinct tidal features, often
with complex morphologies. Viewed at different angles, the shape
and number of visible tidal features can change radically. Exam-
ples of additional objects in different projections can be seen in
a supplementary interactive version of Figure 3, found at garreth-
martin.github.io/files/example_images.html. We return to the issue
of how robustly tidal features are classified in multiple projections
later in Section 4.1.

4 The adaptive smoothing code used in this paper is available from
github.com/garrethmartin/smooth3d
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Figure 2. g, r, i false colour mock image showing the distribution of light within 1 Rvir of each of the massive galaxies in our sample in the context of the
∼ (16Mpc)3 simulation volume at a single simulation snapshot corresponding to z = 0.4. Dashed circles enclose the virial radius of each object and the
numbers indicate their object ID. Less massive objects which we do not use in our sample (107.5 < M?/M� < 109.5) are indicated by coloured points with
the brightness and colour corresponding to mass (brighter objects are more massive) and specific star formation rate (bluer objects are more star forming)
respectively.

2.3.3 Mock observations

For every object we produce smoothed mock images in 3 projec-
tions (xy, xz and yz) and at distances corresponding to a range of
redshifts (z = 0.05 to z = 0.8) as described above. Each image is
then convolved with a point spread function (PSF)5. We use the
g-band Hyper Suprime-Cam (HSC; Miyazaki et al. 2012) 1D PSF

5 The PSF FWHM is always larger than the smoothing length in regions
of interest (i.e. for the galaxy and dense tidal features as defined in Section
2.4).

measured by Montes et al. (2021)6 as we find that a Gaussian or
Moffat distribution do not adequately describe the shape of the
PSF at large radii (see Appendix B for discussion of the suitability
of various PSF models and the possible effect of the PSF on our
ability to detect tidal features). We note that the full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of the PSF measured by Montes et al. (2021)
is slightly broader than the expected median FWHM of the Rubin
Observatory PSF (0.7′′ in the r-band (Ivezić et al. 2019) compared

6 Measured to 289′′ and extrapolated to 420′′ based on a power law fit.
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Figure 3. g,r, i false colour mock images of the same 1 Mpc field. From left to right, the panels show projections in xy, xz and yz. The total stellar mass enclosed
in the image is 3.2×1011 M� with the host accounting for 2.9×1011 M� (90 per cent). Images are produced using the arcsin stretch scheme from Lupton et al.
(2004) with the g,r and i bands rescaled by a factor of 1, 0.7 and 0.5 respectively, black corresponds to surface brightnesses fainter than∼ 35 mag arcsec−2. Inset
panels show an enlarged image of the host galaxy produced using only particles detected by ADAPTAHOP as part of the primary structure. The corresponding
location and scale of the inset plot (∼ 50 kpc) is indicated by the small white box at the centre of each panel. An interactive version of this plot showing
multiple examples can be found at garrethmartin.github.io/files/example_images.html. A video showing this object rotated through multiple projections and
with different limiting surface brightnesses can be found at youtube.com/watch?v=gPVT3AlNzHc. At such high limiting surface brightnesses, the morphology
of the extended light can appear radically different depending on projection.

to a FWHM 1.07′′ in the g-band obtained by Montes et al. (2021)
for HSC) and therefore slightly overestimates the likely effect of
the PSF.

Finally, we add random Gaussian noise, N (0,σnoise), where
σnoise is the standard deviation of the noise per pixel. We assume
that the background is perfectly subtracted so that there is no varia-
tion in the noise level across the image. In reality, this is not a realis-
tic assumption as the detection of LSB sources is sensitive to a host
of factors. These include sky estimation (e.g. see Section 4.1 and
Figure 5 of Aihara et al. 2019) and observing techniques, how CCD
artefacts and biases (e.g. Baumer et al. 2017) are accounted for, as
well as source extraction and masking methods. We also choose
to neglect other instrumental and astrophysical contaminants (e.g.
foreground and background objects, Galactic cirrus, scattered light,
ghosts and diffraction spikes) which may be present in real imag-
ing. Although it is possible to mitigate some of this contamination
(e.g. Slater et al. 2009; Fliri & Trujillo 2016; Román et al. 2020;
Tanoglidis et al. 2021a), visibility will always be reduced under
realistic conditions.7 Our results therefore represent a best case es-
timate. Predictions for the LSST final limiting surface brightness
vary fairly significantly between∼29.5 mag arcsec−2 (P. Yoachim,
private communication) and ∼31 mag arcsec−2 (e.g. Laine et al.
2018; Brough et al. 2020) and up to 32 mag arcsec−2 (Brough et al.
2020) in the deep drilling fields and these limits may differ between
objects dependent on the severity of sky subtraction bias.

Of course, the final depth achieved by LSST will depend
strongly on how well the data are reduced and optimised for LSB
science. Given a typical sky brightness in the r-band (21.2 mag
arcsec−2 Ivezić et al. 2019) and a limiting surface brightness 31
mag arcsec−2 requires that the sky background is characterised
with an uncertainty greater than 1/10000. The current best practices
(e.g. Ji et al. 2018) allow characterisation of the sky background
down to 4 parts in one million (which, in theory, would enable

7 See Mihos (2019) for a review of recent advances and challenges in deep
imaging.

tidal features to be analysed down to ∼ 34.5 mag arcsec−2), mean-
ing limiting surface brightnesses greater than 31 mag arcsec−2 are
achievable if LSST operates, at least in theory.

For comparison, Kniazev et al. (2004) measure an SDSS r-
band limiting surface brightness8 of 26.2 mag arcsec−2, and the
IAC Stripe82 Legacy Project are able to achieve an r-band limit-
ing surface brightness of 28.7 mag arcsec−2 in the SDSS Stripe82
calibration area (Román & Trujillo 2017). Additionally, many con-
temporary wide-area surveys (e.g. Aihara et al. 2018; Dey et al.
2019; Gwyn 2012) now reach limiting surface brightnesses in ex-
cess of 28 mag arcsec−2. Some of the deepest imaging currently
available corresponds to targeted ground based campaigns (e.g. Fry
et al. 1999; Cappellari et al. 2011; Abraham & van Dokkum 2014;
Ferreras et al. 2014; Duc et al. 2015; Trujillo & Fliri 2016; Iodice
et al. 2016; Merritt et al. 2016; Spavone et al. 2017; Iodice et al.
2019; Mihos et al. 2017; Montes et al. 2021; Ragusa et al. 2021)
which can achieve limiting surface brightness of around 30 mag
arcsec−2 (typically requiring much longer integration times and/or
with relatively limited spatial resolution and field of view compared
to the Rubin Observatory).

We consider multiple noise levels, which are calculated as-
suming a range of limiting surface brightnesses (3σ in a 10′′×10′′

box). These are converted to a per-pixel 1σ variance by rearrang-
ing the equation found in Román et al. (2020, Appendix A) (for
simplicity, we neglect the zero point):

σnoise =
10−0.4 µ lim

r (nσ ,Ω×Ω) pixΩ

n
, (3)

where Ω is the size of one of the sides of the box in arcseconds, pix
is the pixel scale in arcseconds/pixel, n is the number of Gaussian
standard deviations and µ lim

r is the r-band limiting surface bright-
ness, in this case µ lim

r (3σ ,10′′×10′′). Finally, we perform a 5×5

8 Note that estimates of the limiting surface brightness are not always di-
rectly comparable as they can vary depending on the exact methodology
used.
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I(x, y) (I PSF)(x, y)

(I PSF)(x, y) + (0, noise)

Figure 4. Plot demonstrating the steps taken to produce the mock images
used for classification. As in Figure 3, white corresponds to surface bright-
nesses fainter than ∼ 35 mag arcsec−2. Top left: r-band mock image of a
galaxy at z = 0.2 Top right: the image is convolved with the HSC PSF de-
rived by Montes et al. (2021) Bottom: Gaussian random noise is added to
the convolved image.

re-binning of the images to an angular scale of 1′′. As the FWHM
of the PSF is also around 1′′, this represents the maximum binning
we can perform before the images start to lose fidelity.

For the reasons outlined above, we do not target any specific
prediction for image depth but instead opt to explore a range of
values for µ lim

r (3σ ,10′′×10′′). We choose values between 28 and
31 mag arcsec−2, which roughly encompass expected depths from
a single exposure and close to the upper end of predictions of the
depth of a full 10-year stacked exposure (825 visits).

For each limiting surface brightness, we produce images as-
suming different redshifts. While the largest telescopes are capable
of producing sufficiently deep imaging of local galaxies (z < 0.01)
with minutes to a few hours of integration time (e.g. Sand et al.
2009; Trujillo et al. 2021), the Rubin Observatory will be capable of
collecting much larger samples at higher redshifts (0.05 < z < 0.1)
thanks to the large survey area of LSST. Therefore, we do not con-
sider the very local Universe, instead picking a range of redshifts
starting at z = 0.05 and extending to high redshift (z = 0.8), with
cosmological redshift and surface brightness dimming taken into
account, in order to match the capabilities of the Rubin Observa-
tory and test its ability to resolve tidal features in the more distant
Universe.

Figure 4 illustrates the process of producing a single mock

Table 1. Range of parameters used to generate mock observations: a, lim-
iting r-band surface brightness for a 10′′× 10′′ box with bracketed values
showing the equivalent for a Chabrier (2003) IMF; b, redshift correspond-
ing to viewing distance; c, axis of projection; d, point spread function

Parameter Values

µ lim
r (3σ ,10′′×10′′)a [28(27.43),29(28.43),30(29.43),31(30.43)]

z b [0.05,0.1,0.2,0.4,0.8]
π c [xy,xz,yz]
PSF d Montes et al. (2021)

observation in the r-band. Moving clockwise from the top left panel
we show the original r-band mock image created as described in
Section 2.3.1, the same image convolved with the PSF and finally,
with Gaussian random noise added.

Table 1 shows the full range of parameters used to produce
mock observations, which add up to a total of 60 different varia-
tions per object. Values for the limiting surface brightness in brack-
ets indicate the equivalent if we choose a Chabrier (2003) IMF9

instead of a Salpeter (1955) IMF. We also produce an extra set
of mock images for µ lim

r = 35 mag arcsec−2 and z = 0.05 which
we use as a ‘ground truth’ for the other mock observations. This
value is informed by the stellar mass resolution of the simulation,
since we do not expect tidal features to contain enough particles to
produce sufficient signal-to-noise at stellar mass surface densities
equivalent to ∼ 35 mag arcsec−2. Visual inspection confirms that
we do not visually detect additional structures in the diffuse light
beyond 35 mag arcsec−2. Given the finite resolution of the simula-
tion and the hierarchical nature of galaxy assembly, it is likely that
additional tidal features would become visible with finer resolution
(see also Appendix A).

2.4 Measuring tidal features

We perform a separate measurement of the galaxy tidal features
based on the distribution of particles in the simulation. In order to
do this, we separately define tidal features or tidal debris as any star
particles within the (1 Mpc)3 volume that are not detected as part
of an object or sub-structure by ADAPTAHOP (see Section 2.2).
We define tidal features, as opposed to more diffuse tidal debris
based on a k = 5 nearest neighbour stellar mass weighted density10

threshold.
In order to determine the optimum density threshold we calcu-

late the 2-D Fourier transform of images produced using decreasing
density thresholds until the ratio of the power at high frequencies
(< 50 kpc) to the power at lower frequencies approaches 5 per cent
of its minimum value, arriving at a value of ρ? > 500 M� kpc−3.
Using these definitions we identify the following regions:

• structure (S) – members of any structure or sub-structure
found by ADAPTAHOP
• host (H) – members of the structure identified as the host

galaxy
• tidal debris (T) – not members of any structure or sub-

structure and where ρ? < 500 M� kpc−3

• dense tidal features (Td) – not members of any structure or
sub-structure and where ρ? > 500 M� kpc−3

9 A ? IMF also yields very similar results
10 ρ? = ∑

k
i=1 m?,i

3
4πd3

k
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200 kpc (a) (b)

Extended tidal debris (T)
Dense tidal features (Td) ( > 500 M kpc 3)
Structures (S)
Host (H)

(c) (d)

24 26 28 30 32 34 36

Figure 5. (a) r-band surface brightness map of one of the same mock fields as shown in Figure 3. (b) A plot showing the same field with colours corresponding
to tidal debris (T, red), dense tidal features (Td, purple), structures identified by ADAPTAHOP (S, green) and the central host galaxy (H, blue) with an
equivalent stretch to the first image. The solid and dashed circles indicate 7 Reff and Rvir respectively. (c) r-band surface brightness map created from particles
identified as dense tidal features, where ρ? > 500 M� kpc−3 (typical surface brightnesses of µr ∼ 28−32 magarcsec−2). (d): surface brightness map created
from particles identified as tidal debris where, ρ? < 500 M� kpc−3 (typical surface brightnesses of µr & 32 magarcsec−2). Image scale in proper kpc is
indicated by the scale bar in the bottom left of panel (a) and the colour bar at the top of panel (d) indicates the scale of the surface brightness maps in mag
arcsec−2. Pixels fainter than 35 magarcsec−2 or brighter than 24 magarcsec−2 are coloured grey and dark blue respectively.

Using these definitions, we can again calculate star particle
fluxes as described in Section 2.3.1 and create smoothed images
using only the star particles identified as making up tidal features or
tidal debris. Figure 5 shows an example of this process: the surface
brightness map created using all star particles is shown in the top
left and the tidal feature and tidal debris surface brightness maps
(panels c and d) are produced from particles that are identified in
panel b in purple (dense tidal features; c) and red (extended tidal
debris; d).

Our definition of tidal debris includes the diffuse material and
debris in the outskirts of satellite galaxies. Their contribution to the
total tidal flux is typically small – for the most massive 20th per-
centile of haloes, we find that the proportion of the total tidal flux
found within the virial radius of satellite galaxies has a mean and
median value of 12 per cent and 5 per cent respectively and does not
exceed 25 per cent for any individual galaxy (larger values come
from systems with an ongoing major or minor merger where the
virial radii of the host and minor companion overlap). This propor-
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tion of tidal flux contained in satellites decreases further for less
massive haloes.

2.5 Merger trees

We construct merger trees for each galaxy according to the method
of Tweed et al. (2009) based on the stellar particles of galaxies
identified using ADAPTAHOP. The time resolution of the merger
trees is∼15 Myr, enabling us to track in detail the main progenitors
(the object for which, at each snapshot, the mass ratio between the
parent and current object is maximal) and mass assembly of each
galaxy. We follow the stellar mass evolution and stellar mass accre-
tion history of the host galaxy, which in turn allows us to determine
the merger history and ex-situ mass fraction of the galaxy.

We identify stars as ex-situ by iterating along the main branch
of the merger tree. For each snapshot, star particles which were
formed after the previous snapshot and which are identified by
ADAPTAHOP as members of the host galaxy in the current snap-
shot are marked as in-situ, then at the final snapshot tmax, any star
particles identified by ADAPTAHOP as members of the host galaxy
which are not marked as in-situ are considered to have formed ex-
situ. The ex-situ mass fraction, fexsitu, between the current time,
tmax, and some previous time, tmin, can then be defined for for each
host galaxy as follows:

fexsitu(tmax, tmin) =
∑{m? | tmin < tbirth < tmax ∧ ex− situ}

∑{m? | tmin < tbirth < tmax}
, (4)

where m? is the set of particles all identified by ADAPTAHOP
at tmax, {m? | tmin < tbirth < tmax} is the subset of these particles
with formation times, tbirth, between tmin and tmax and similarly,
{m? | tmin < tbirth < tmax ∧ ex− situ} is the sub-set of all these par-
ticles formed between tmax and tmax which were formed ex-situ.
Using this parameter, we are able to quantify how the visibility of
tidal features correlates with the accretion history of each system.
As we discuss in Appendix C, increasing or reducing tmin does not
have a statistically significant effect on either the correlation be-
tween fexsitu and halo mass or the correlation between fexsitu and
tidal flux fraction, ftidal (see Section 3.1.2). Throughout the rest of
this paper we therefore adopt a value of tmin equal to the earliest
time that the main progenitor can be traced so that fexsitu encom-
passes the entire lifetime of the object

Our definition of fexsitu includes only stars that at are identi-
fied as part of the host galaxy by ADAPTAHOP (i.e. parts of panel
(b) of Figure 5 colour coded in blue), so the set of particles used to
calculate the ex-situ mass and tidal flux are mostly mutually exclu-
sive. fexsitu should be considered as a measure of the ex-situ mass
fraction within the central galaxy itself rather than of the entire sys-
tem including the extended envelope.

2.6 Visual classification

Except for images deemed too noisy to effectively classify11, which
were rejected based on visual inspection, we perform visual classi-
fications for all of the permutations of each object (totalling∼ 8000
unique images). Images were shared among 45 expert classifiers so

11 All objects had sufficient signal-to-noise to make classification possible
except at z = 0.8, where only half of objects at µ lim

r (3σ ,10′′×10′′) = 30−
31 mag arcsec−2 were classifiable and almost no objects at µ lim

r (3σ ,10′′×
10′′) = 28−29 mag arcsec−2 were classifiable.

that each permutation was classified separately by at least two peo-
ple. A subset of∼ 600 images were classified 5 times each in order
to more robustly measure variation between classifiers. To max-
imise reproducibility, all classifiers were asked to follow a set of de-
tailed instructions that included prototypical examples of each class
of tidal feature and asked to classify around 300 individual images.
For each permutation, classifiers viewed a set of 3 greyscale sur-
face brightness maps with a fixed noise level but with a maximum
stretch set to 27, 29 and 33 mag arcsec−2 and an arcsinh stretched
g,r, i false colour image which were cropped to a physical size of
100 kpc × 100 kpc. They were asked to count the number of in-
stances that they identified certain categories of tidal feature with
various signatures of mergers and interactions considered – inter-
acting galaxies with double nuclei, merger remnants, bridges, tidal
tails, stellar streams, shells and plumes (e.g. Lofthouse et al. 2017;
Bílek et al. 2020). Classifiers were asked to make their determi-
nations according to the following criteria, taking into account the
surrounding context and their physical interpretation of the image:

• Stellar streams – A stream of stars that can appear to trace an
ellipse, spiral or straight line depending on the angle at which they
are viewed.
• Tidal tails – Differing from stellar streams in that a tidal tail

must originate from material ejected from the host galaxy or a mas-
sive companion. They are therefore likely to be associated with in-
teractions between similar mass galaxies and consist of material
that has been unbound from a disrupted galaxy rather than gradu-
ally stripped.
• Asymmetric stellar haloes – Diffuse, low surface brightness

features in the outskirts of the galaxy that do not have a well defined
structure like stellar streams or objects where the overall structure
of the diffuse stellar halo is clearly not symmetric.
• Shells – radial structures consisting of concentric arcs or ring-

like structures that do not cross one another.
• Tidal bridges – a tidal tail that connects two interacting galax-

ies. Bridges are formed from the material that gets dragged out dur-
ing high mass ratio mergers, rather than material has been gradually
stripped away over many orbits.
• Merger remnants – A strongly morphologically disturbed

galaxy where the merging objects have recently coalesced. May
also exhibit tidal tails but there should be no indication of a second
galaxy.
• Double nuclei – visibly merging / interacting with both objects

still clearly separated. There must be some sign of an interaction
taking place (i.e. not only close pairs).

Examples of each of these categories are shown in Figure 6.
In comparison to simpler categorisation schemes, such as sep-

arating galaxies into elliptical and spiral morphologies (e.g. Lin-
tott et al. 2008; Uzeirbegovic et al. 2020), a higher level of do-
main knowledge is required to perform detailed classifications of
galaxy tidal features. This stems from the fact that correctly in-
terpreting tidal features can depend on context and is often reliant
on a physical understanding of the interactions taking place. For
example, stellar streams can form shell-like morphologies (Foster
et al. 2014) or tidal tails may appear similar to linear streams when
observed edge-on. Even for expert classifiers, characterising tidal
features can still be quite uncertain, especially at high redshifts or
at low limiting surface brightness, which both significantly alter the
appearance of tidal features. The reliability of visual classifications
is discussed in Section 4.1.
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double nucleus merger remnant bridge tidal tail stellar stream shell plume

Figure 6. Example 100 Mpc ×100 Mpc thumbnail images for each category. For each object, we show the arcsinh stretched g,r, i false colour image (top row)
and greyscale surface brightness map (bottom row).

3 PROPERTIES AND DETECTABILITY OF THE TIDAL
FEATURES AND DIFFUSE LIGHT AROUND
GALAXIES

3.1 Quantifying the distribution and strength of tidal
features

In this section we consider how light is distributed around galaxies
and their extended envelopes. We explore the distribution of light
as a function of surface brightness in the main body of galaxies and
in their extended envelopes as well as the total fraction of light that
makes up different regions of the galaxy. In Appendix D, we show
that the mass accretion histories of the galaxies in our sample are
sufficiently stochastic that any average evolution between z = 0.2
and z = 0.8 is largely washed out. Based on this finding, we treat
each instance of the same galaxy across the 4 snapshots considered
as independent objects. If we restrict our analysis only to galaxies
at a single snapshot rather than include their progenitors at different
redshifts, we do not see a notable difference in our results.

3.1.1 Distribution of light in extended structures

We first discuss how tidal feature flux is distributed, spatially and
as a function of surface brightness.

The top left and right panels of Figure 7 show the distribution
of flux as a function of the galaxy’s 2-d effective radius and of sur-
face brightness respectively. In both cases, galaxies are observed at
a redshift of z = 0.05 and an angular resolution of 0.2′′. The me-
dian fraction of cumulative flux contained within pixels brighter
than 35 magarcsec−2 and R < Rvir is shown separately for the host
galaxy (H), dense tidal features (Td) and extended tidal debris (T),
indicated by thick blue, purple and red lines respectively. Within the
host galaxy itself, the majority of pixels lie at low surface bright-
nesses (50 per cent fainter than 27 magarcsec−2) and small radii
(R < 5 Reff). Median profiles for the dense tidal features are plotted
for 3 different mass ranges with M? >M? (M? > 1010.8 M�), Milky
Way mass galaxies (1010.25M� < M? < 1010.75M�) and low-mass
galaxies (M? < 1010M�) indicated by dashed, dash-dotted and dot-
ted purple lines respectively.

Typically, a majority of the flux from dense tidal features is
found at smaller radii than extended tidal debris, with 50 per cent
of flux contained within 7 Reff compared with 10 Reff for extended
tidal debris. There is significant scatter in the cumulative flux dis-
tributions for both dense tidal features and extended tidal debris,
meaning that, in many cases, a majority of the tidal flux lies at a
large separation from the central galaxy. Typically, close to 100 per

cent of tidal flux is contained within 25 Reff or ∼ 0.6 Rvir (where
Reff ∼ 4 kpc for M? galaxies on average), but a fairly substan-
tial proportion lies beyond this in some cases. In particular more
massive galaxies tend to have tidal features whose flux extends
further into the halo, with an average of 40 per cent of the total
stellar halo flux lies beyond 25 Reff in the most massive galaxies
(M? > 1011M�). This is significantly further into the stellar halo
than many contemporary studies are typically able to probe. For
example Merritt et al. (2016) and Trujillo et al. (2021) measure
galaxy surface brightness profiles out to 15 - 20 Reff. While this
is partially limited by the depth of imaging available (LSST will
be similarly limited), at increasingly large radii, measurements of
the surface brightness profile are increasingly likely to be contam-
inated by nearby bright objects. Note that studies which do probe
deeper into the stellar halo (e.g. Buitrago et al. 2017; Borlaff et al.
2019) do appear to detect a larger fraction of flux outside of the
main galaxy.

Without very coarse binning, and for the majority of galaxies
in our sample (M? ∼ M?), surface brightness limits significantly
fainter than 32 mag arcsec−2 would be needed to recover a sig-
nificant fraction of the flux found in extended diffuse light, which,
in integrated light, is beyond the capabilities of any contemporary
or forthcoming instrument including the Rubin Observatory. How-
ever, as we discuss in Section 3.3, the brighter parts of denser tidal
features (and therefore much of the total light) will be detectable in
many cases.

Finally, the bottom panel of Figure 7 shows the joint distri-
bution of the cumulative flux fraction for dense tidal features as a
function of projected radius and surface brightness (i.e. the fraction
of total flux in dense tidal features that is contained in pixels that are
both within a given radius and brighter than a given surface bright-
ness). Again, the majority of the total flux in dense tidal features
resides within relatively small radii and at surface brightnesses that
are in reach of LSST. For example, on average 50 per cent of flux
lies within 10 Reff and in pixels brighter than 31 mag arcsec−2) with
a 1σ scatter of ±28

41 percentage points, and 76 per cent lies within
15 Reff and µr = 32 mag arcsec−2 with a 1σ scatter of±18

26 percent-
age points. As these values indicate, there is significant scatter in
the flux fraction, which appears particularly large at the expected
LSST surface brightness limits (30−31 mag arcsec−2).
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Figure 7. Top left: The median cumulative fraction of flux as a function
of projected radius (µr < 35,R < Rvir) for the host galaxy (H, blue), dense
tidal features (Td, purple) and extended tidal debris (T, red). Coloured filled
regions indicate the central 68th percentile (1σ ) of the distribution. The top
x-axis gives an indication of the approximate equivalent value of R/Rvir
corresponding to the value of R/Reff (based on median measured ratio for
Rvir to Reff of 1 : 40.) shown on the bottom x-axis. Top right: The me-
dian cumulative fraction of flux (µr < 35,R < Rvir) as a function of surface
brightness. For both panels, median dense tidal feature profiles for 3 differ-
ent mass ranges are shown with corresponding line styles indicated in the
legend of the top right panel Bottom: colour plot showing the joint distri-
bution of the cumulative flux fraction for dense tidal features as a function
of projected radius and surface brightness. Values shown indicate the me-
dian and 1σ scatter of the cumulative flux fraction where brackets to the
top right of each value indicate the maximum radius and surface brightness
that the cumulative flux fraction is calculated within. Typically, flux from
extended tidal debris is distributed towards larger radii and lower surface
brightnesses than the dense tidal features, although there is significant scat-
ter in the distribution of both components. In some cases, a non-negligible
fraction of flux lies even beyond 25 Reff.

3.1.2 Proportion of galaxy flux in tidal features

In this section, we consider the amount of flux found in dense tidal
features and extended tidal debris compared to the host galaxy –
the tidal flux fraction, ftidal – defined as:

ftidal =
FT +FTd

Ftot
(5)

where FTd and FT are the total flux within a 3-d radius greater than
5 Reff and smaller than 1 Rvir found in dense tidal features and
extended tidal debris respectively and Ftot is the total flux from ev-
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Figure 8. Top: Scatter plot showing the tidal flux fraction ( ftidal, Equation
(5)) in the r-band as a function of halo mass. The black line and grey shaded
region show a broken power law fit to the grey points representing indi-
vidual NEWHORIZON galaxies and the associated 1σ uncertainty obtained
from 100,000 bootstraps. The larger shaded and hatched region indicates
the 1σ scatter of the grey points. The median ftidal and associated errors in
halo mass bins are indicated with coloured errorbars. The black error bar
indicates the mean fractional variation in ftidal due to orientation (∼ 30 per
cent). Bottom: Similarly to the top panel, scatter points show ftidal in the
r-band as a function of stellar mass and a fit to ftidal as a function of stel-
lar mass is shown as a red line. Red open circles with error bars indicate
the stellar halo mass fraction and associated 1σ uncertainties as a function
of stellar mass from Merritt et al. (2016), with an additional data point for
M31 (Courteau et al. 2011) plotted as a filled orange square. Dashed red
lines indicate the median ftidal that is recovered at different r-band limiting
surface brightnesses (3σ , 10′′×10′′). As expected, ftidal increases as a func-
tion of halo mass, however the normalisation and scatter of the relationship
changes considerably with limiting surface brightness.

ery particle within 1 Rvir of the center of the host galaxy. A mini-
mum radius of 5 Reff is sufficient to avoid any components of the
galactic disc that may have been missed by ADAPTAHOP (typ-
ically recently formed resolved clusters of stars that are rejected
for falling below the minimum particle number threshold) but not
large enough to exclude a significant contribution from the stellar
halo (e.g. Abadi et al. 2006; Pillepich et al. 2015) (however in al-
most all cases all particles within 5 Reff are correctly associated to
a structure or sub-structure of the host galaxy and the contribution
of genuine tidal flux within 5 Reff is negligible).
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We calculate ftidal in each LSST band for each object, fitting
a broken power law with the form

ftidal(M) =

{
A[log10(M/Mb)]

α1 M < Mb.

A[log10(M/Mb)]
α2 M > Mb.

(6)

where M is the galaxy mass (stellar mass or halo mass), Mb is the
mass at the break point, A is the amplitude at Mb, and α1 and α2
are power law indices before and after Mb respectively.

Figure 8 shows the distribution of ftidal in the r-band as a func-
tion of halo mass (top panel) and stellar mass (bottom panel) as
black or red coloured points. Solid black and red lines and smaller
shaded regions show the broken power law fit to the grey points
and the associated 1σ uncertainty obtained from 100,000 boot-
straps. The larger hatched and shaded regions indicate the cen-
tral 68th percentile (1σ ) of the distribution of the grey and red
points. In the top panel, we also show the median ftidal and as-
sociated errors for a number of overlapping 0.5 dex wide mass bins
as coloured errorbars. While there is considerable scatter as a result
of the stochastic nature of galaxy accretion histories, the fraction
of flux in tidal features increases towards higher masses on average
for both stellar and halo mass. This is consistent with both observa-
tional and theoretical studies, which show that the merger rates and
fexsitu of galaxies are larger for more massive galaxies (e.g. Stew-
art et al. 2008; Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2015; Martin et al. 2019,
2021) (as we show later in Section 3.2, fexsitu and ftidal are corre-
lated in our simulations). The fraction, ftidal, increases from less
than 1 per cent for Mh = 1010.5M� up to around 10 per cent at
Mh ∼ 1013M�. We observe a break in the relation at a halo mass
of 1011.6±0.03

0.06 M� or a stellar mass of 1010.1±0.01
0.05 M�, which corre-

sponds with the crossover mass at which elliptical galaxies begin
to dominate and mergers become the dominant process driving the
evolution of galaxies (e.g. Huertas-Company et al. 2010; Robotham
et al. 2014; Thanjavur et al. 2016). One possible explanation is that
the bulge itself is a remnant of past interactions (e.g. Martin et al.
2018a; Park et al. 2019) (but see also Gargiulo et al. 2019). Since
more massive early-type galaxies typically formed their bulge at
earlier times (Martin et al. 2018b) and typically exhibit fewer tidal
features the earlier they formed (Yoon & Lim 2020), it is expected
that the relationship between galaxy mass and ftidal should weaken
as spheroidal component of galaxies begin to dominate. It should
be noted that while tidal features generally trace relatively recent
events in a galaxy’s accretion history, the extent that tidal features
trace mass assembly or accretion history is complicated by the fact
that the different types of tidal feature fade over different timescales
and their flux may become more difficult to detect. Therefore, ftidal
can also be sensitive to a range of factors beyond bulk accretion
history.

Based on an extrapolation of our fit (dashed line), we would
expect to find over 20 per cent of flux in tidal features for the most
massive galaxies (M? > 1012M�). We also note that, if we consider
the fraction of stellar mass found in tidal features instead of flux, we
obtain very similar results. It should be noted that we do not see any
significant change in our results if we consider other LSST photo-
metric bands (u, g, i, z or y) except that the low mass slope becomes
slightly shallower towards redder bands so that α1 = 1.33±0.22

0.15 in
the u-band falling to α1 = 1.13±0.14

0.13 in the y-band.
The black error bar in Figure 8 indicates the mean fractional

variation in ftidal due to orientation, which accounts for a variation
of around 30 per cent. This variation is driven by changes in the
effective gas geometry (e.g. Calzetti 2001), which act primarily to
change the amount of dust attenuation and therefore the integrated

flux of the galaxy. As dust column densities are much lower in the
outskirts of galaxies, the integrated tidal flux in not similarly af-
fected. As we discuss later, the fraction of observed tidal debris is
much more dependent on the geometry of the tidal features as they
may move above or below the limiting surface brightness depend-
ing on the angle at which they are viewed.

Additionally, we compare our results with those of Merritt
et al. (2016). Red open circles with error bars or limits in the bot-
tom panel indicate the stellar halo mass fraction and associated 1σ

uncertainties as a function of stellar mass (corresponding to the red
top x-axis). The value for M31 (Courteau et al. 2011) is plotted as a
filled orange square and re-scaled by Merritt et al. (2016) to be con-
sistent with their own definition. The quantity calculated by Merritt
et al. (2016) is derived in a similar way to ftidal. In both cases any
flux within 5 Reff is ignored and an attempt is made to remove any
contaminating flux from the galaxy itself (see Section 3.2 of Merritt
et al. (2016) for a description of the method). Merritt et al. (2016)
only account for flux from the main galaxy out to 7 Reff, while we
find that a large fraction of tidal flux lies beyond 7 Reff (see Fig-
ure 7) and that the galaxy itself does not account for a significant
fraction of flux by 7 Reff. Discrepancies could arise if the light of
the galaxy within 7 Reff is not accurately subtracted. Therefore, we
expect these two methods to be somewhat comparable, but system-
atic differences likely exist. Also note that local galaxy samples
are dominated by galaxies with late-type morphology and there is
a considerable difference in values measured in these galaxies and
similar mass early-type galaxies at higher redshifts (e.g. Buitrago
et al. 2017).

While a naïve comparison with the Merritt et al. (2016) data
points suggests a very significant level of disagreement with our
simulated galaxies in both the normalisation and level of scat-
ter in the data points, it is important to account for the fact that
some fraction of the total flux will always be missed due to the fi-
nite limiting surface brightness of the observed data. Merritt et al.
(2016) achieve a limiting surface brightness of up to µ lim

g (3σ ,
60′′ × 60′′) = 29.8 mag arcsec−2 which we convert to a limit-
ing surface brightness of around µ lim

r (3σ , 10′′ × 10′′) ∼ 28 mag
arcsec−2 based on Appendix A of Román et al. (2020) and as-
suming a difference of 0.5 mag between the g and r bands. If
we account only for detected flux (following the same method de-
scribed later in Section 3.3) we find that the normalisation of ftidal
falls as we move to lower limiting surface brightness (indicated
by red dashed lines). Scatter also increases with shallower surface
brightness limits. The standard deviation for approximately Milky
Way mass galaxies (1010.25M� <M? < 1010.75M�) increases from
0.4 dex at µ lim

r (3σ ,10′′ × 10′′) = 31 mag arcsec−2 to 1.3 dex at
µ lim

r (3σ ,10′′×10′′)= 28 mag arcsec−2. This brings the data points
from Merritt et al. (2016) into closer agreement with the simulated
data, however the increase in scatter is comparable to the change in
normalisation (note that other studies (e.g. Monachesi et al. 2016;
Harmsen et al. 2017) show a similar amount scatter and individual
measurements (e.g. Carollo et al. 2010; Courteau et al. 2011; Dea-
son et al. 2019; Smercina et al. 2020) span a similar range of values
to Merritt et al. (2016)). Again, we cannot be sure of the system-
atic differences between our methodology and that of Merritt et al.
(2016) (especially as we do take azimuthal averages as they have
done). However, this result shows that while the normalisation of
ftidal is expected to fall at brighter limiting surface brightness, the
scatter is also expected to increase significantly, indicating that the
uncertainty in the observations may currently be too large to make
any valid comparison to theory.

In Figure 9, we consider the fraction of flux that is found in
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Figure 9. Scatter plot showing the fraction of tidal flux that is found in
dense (ρ? > 500 M� kpc−3) tidal features (FTd /(FTd + FT)) vs the total
flux in all tidal features) as a function of halo mass. Coloured error bars
show the median value in overlapping mass bins with its 1σ uncertainty
determined from 100,000 bootstraps. The dotted red line indicates the same
median trend with stellar mass (errors are similar). The hatched and shaded
grey region indicates the 1σ scatter in the grey points. The histogram on
the y-axis shows the distribution of the dense ftidal marginalised over mass.
The fraction of flux in dense tidal features appears to increase by a small
amount with halo mass (with large scatter), but there is some indication that
it begins to fall again around L?.

dense tidal features vs more extended tidal debris, FTd/(FTd +FT),
as a function of halo mass. Again, coloured error bars indicate the
median and 1σ error for overlapping 0.5 dex wide mass bins and
the grey filled region indicates the central 68th percentile (1σ ) of
the distribution of the grey points. The red dotted line shows the
same relation as a function of stellar mass with the scale shown on
the red top axes. For any given halo mass or stellar mass, around 80
per cent of the extended light of a galaxy is found in dense, gener-
ally higher surface brightness tidal features. The panel to the right
of the main plot shows the probability density function (PDF) for
FTd/(FTd +FT) marginalised over halo mass. As the PDF shows,
galaxies are rarely found with more than 30 per cent of their ex-
tended flux in extended tidal debris rather than dense tidal features
(< 5 per cent chance). Additionally, we do not find any galaxies in
which the amount of flux in extended tidal debris outweighs that
found in dense tidal features. This argues that observational studies
which recover much of the coherent tidal features will likely not
be missing significant amounts of the accreted mass. With this in
mind, missing flux due to finite resolution may, in some cases, be
a similarly important consideration in measuring halo flux (in ad-
dition to the PSF and scattered light, as argued by e.g. Abraham &
van Dokkum 2014), since smaller resolution elements allow tidal
features to be analysed at higher surface brightness compared with
the diffuse component of the halo (see also the discussion in Tru-
jillo et al. 2021).

There is evidence of only a small amount of evolution in the
fraction of extended light found in dense tidal features, increas-
ing towards intermediate halo masses and then declining (although
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Figure 10. Scatter plot showing ex-situ mass fraction ( fexsitu, Equation (4))
as a function of halo mass. The shaded and hatched region indicates the
1σ scatter of the grey points. Coloured error bars show the median value
in overlapping halo mass bins with 1σ error bars determined from 100,000
bootstraps. The dotted red line indicates the same median trend with stellar
mass (errors are similar). We observe a clear and relatively strong correla-
tion between galaxy mass and accreted mass.

it is difficult to say definitively, given the relatively small sample
of galaxies at higher masses). However, over the full mass range,
dense tidal features are responsible for almost all of the flux. A lack
of any significant evolution as a function of halo mass suggests that
the nature of the tidal features does not change over this mass range
or perhaps that the timescales over which cohesive dense tidal fea-
tures persist is not strongly affected by the host mass12. We will
return to this topic in Section 4.1.

3.2 Tidal features and accreted mass

Figure 10 shows the dependency of the ex-situ mass fraction on
halo mass with respect to the total host stellar mass. The shaded
region indicates the central 68th percentile (1σ ) of the distribution
of the grey points. We also show the median ex-situ mass frac-
ton ( fexsitu; Equation (4)) and associated errors for a number of
overlapping 0.5 dex wide mass bins as coloured errorbars. Finally
the red dotted line shows the same relation as a function of stellar
mass (scale shown on the red top axes). As many other theoreti-
cal and observational studies (Purcell et al. 2007; Oser et al. 2010;
Dubois et al. 2013; Cooper et al. 2013; D’Souza et al. 2014; Lee
et al. 2015; Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2016; Harmsen et al. 2017;
Pillepich et al. 2018; Spavone et al. 2018; Pillepich et al. 2018; Tac-
chella et al. 2019; Davison et al. 2020; Spavone et al. 2020; Martin
et al. 2021) also predict, fexsitu increases on average towards larger

12 Note that Pillepich et al. (2018) show the ratio of ICL to all diffuse mass
increases in more massive haloes and our own examination of mock images
of massive central galaxies in the Horizon-AGN simulation (Dubois et al.
2014) shows a relative dearth of distinct tidal features compared with lower
mass galaxies in NEWHORIZON. However it is difficult to make any defini-
tive statement due to the much more limited resolution of Illustris TNG300
and Horizon-AGN.
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Figure 11. Scatter plot showing ex-situ mass fraction ( fexsitu, Equation (4))
as a function of tidal flux fraction ( ftidal, Equation (5)) in the r-band colour
coded by halo mass. Black open circles with error bars indicate the me-
dian value in overlapping bins, with 1σ error bars determined from 100,000
bootstraps. The large overlapping black and grey error bars to the right in-
dicate the mean fractional variation in ex-situ mass fraction over timescales
of 2 Gyr and 4 Gyr (fractional errors of ∼ 30 per cent and ∼ 50 per cent
respectively). We observe a similarly strong correlation between fexsitu and
ftidal as we do with fexsitu and galaxy mass. As the coloured points indicate,
both fexsitu and ftidal are correlated with mass.

masses as a function of both halo and stellar mass. At lower masses
(Mh < 1011M�) less than 10 per cent of stellar mass is formed ex-
situ on average, rising to around half at the highest masses shown.
We see that fexsitu follows a similar trend with halo and stellar mass
as ftidal, with both increasing towards higher masses (Figure 8).

Finally, in Figure 11, we plot ftidal against fexsitu. The shaded
region indicates the central 68th percentile (1σ ) of the distribution
of the grey points. We also show the median fexsitu and associated
errors for a number of overlapping bins in ftidal. The large overlap-
ping error bars indicate the variation in fexsitu over a 2 Gyr and 4
Gyr timescale respectively. While it is clear that fexsitu correlates
with ftidal and halo mass, there appears to be a similar variance as
a function of both variables.

In order to investigate whether accretion history ( fexsitu)
has a measurable influence in the strength of tidal fea-
tures beyond the existing correlation of fexsitu with halo
mass, we calculate the partial distance correlation coeffi-
cient (Székely et al. 2014) between ftidal and fexsitu, con-
trolling for the halo mass, R∗(log10 ftidal, log10 fexsitu; log10 Mh),
and between the halo mass and fexsitu, controlling for ftidal,
R∗(log10 Mh, log10 fexsitu; log10 ftidal). The partial correlation co-
efficients and associated 1σ uncertainties are 0.28 ± 0.04 and
0.16± 0.04 respectively (with full correlation coefficients of 0.61
and 0.54 respectively), indicating a stronger association between
fexsitu and ftidal. This suggests that the tidal mass fraction may be a
better predictor of fexsitu. The statistical significance of this result
(that there is a stronger correlation between fexsitu and ftidal than
fexsitu and halo mass) stands at 2.2σ , giving a relatively weak in-
dication that different accretion histories have a measurable impact
on the amount of flux in the stellar halo. This result appears to be

consistent with the idea that much of the tidal flux is contributed
by recent mergers with a small number of relatively massive pro-
genitors (e.g. Bullock & Johnston 2005; Purcell et al. 2007; Cooper
et al. 2010). However, the total fraction of accreted mass alone is
a relatively weak predictor of the final structure of the stellar halo.
For example Rey & Starkenburg (2021) show that, even in galaxies
with the same ex-situ mass fraction, the shape of the stellar halo is
strongly sensitive to accretion history.

3.3 Tidal feature detection

We also consider the fraction of tidal features that we expect to be
detected at different limiting surface brightnesses. Because it may,
in some cases, be possible to detect contiguous structures by eye,
even if they are fainter than the surface brightness limit, we adopt a
definition for detected structures based on the connections between
pixels that are 1σ above the noise level in images produced from
particles that are part of dense tidal features only (so that contri-
bution from well phase-mixed material is first removed i.e. Figure
5, panel c). We describe the procedure and present an example of
the procedure performed on the same object for a range of limiting
surface brightnesses in Appendix E. Qualitatively, our results do
not change if we only consider pixels that are brighter than a given
limiting surface brightness.

We define the total flux in detected structures within the orig-
inal image (before noise is added) as a fraction of the total flux in
pixels that are brighter than 35 mag arcsec−2 and which are within
a radius of 1 Rvir. We define the detected area similarly by counting
the total area of the detected mask as a fraction of the total area of
pixels that are brighter than 35 mag arcsec−2 and which are within
a radius of 1 Rvir.

In Figure 12, we show the fraction of flux (top) and the frac-
tion of area (bottom) that is detected in different mass bins as a
function of r-band limiting surface brightness (3σ , 10′′× 10′′) at
z= 0.05. We consider only pixels with a surface brightness brighter
than 35 mag arcsec−2 and which are within 1 Rvir of the centre
of the galaxy. More massive galaxies tend to have tidal features
that are more easily detectable. For example, based on a predicted
10-year depth of µ lim

r (3σ ,10′′×10′′)≈ 30.5 mag arcsec−2 (Laine
et al. 2018), we can expect to detect a non-negligible fraction (& 25
per cent) of the total area and most of the flux (& 80 per cent) that
makes up the dense tidal features of galaxies more massive than
the Milky Way (M? > 1010.5 M�). Even assuming a shallower final
depth of 29.5 mag arcsec−2, we still expect to detect more than 60
per cent of flux in tidal features for the same mass range.

A significant fraction of the mass associated with tidal features
is detected at lower masses. The inset plots, which show the fraction
of detected flux and area as a function of ftidal, indicate that this is
largely a result of the fact that more massive galaxies tend to have
stronger tidal features on average. As Figure 8 shows, there is a
significant spread in ftidal such that lower mass galaxies can exhibit
fairly strong tidal features. An interactive online supplement to
this plot (garrethmartin.github.io/files/frac_recovered.html) shows
a version of the two inset plots for different surface brightness lim-
its. We see that, for very weak tidal features (low values of ftidal),
a majority of flux is still not detected even for very high limit-
ing surface brightnesses (e.g. ∼ 30 per cent of flux detected for
ftidal = 0.01 for a limiting surface brightness of 33 mag arcsec−2).
Therefore, in the nearby Universe (z < 0.05), we can expect the
LSST (or any similarly deep survey) to find a significant fraction
of the mass associated with tidal features around intermediate and
high mass galaxies (M? > 1010.5M�). Most tidal features found
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Figure 12. Top: the fraction of tidal flux found in detected structures as a
function of r-band limiting surface brightness. Coloured lines indicate the
median fraction of flux in detected structures for different stellar mass bins,
and coloured regions indicate the central 68th percentile (1σ ). The inset plot
indicates the fraction of tidal flux detected per galaxy as a function of their
tidal flux fraction for a limiting surface brightness of 30.5 mag arcsec−2,
and the colour of each point indicates which mass the galaxy is in. Bot-
tom: the fraction of pixels detected as a function of r-band limiting surface
brightness. Coloured lines indicate the median fraction of pixels detected
in different stellar mass bins, and coloured regions indicate the central 68th
percentile (1σ ) of the distribution. The inset plot indicates the fraction of
pixels detected per galaxy as a function of their tidal flux fraction for a
limiting surface brightness of 30.5 mag arcsec−2. The colour of each point
indicates which mass bin the galaxy is in. An interactive version of the inset
plots showing multiple surface brightness limits can be found at garreth-
martin.github.io/files/frac_recovered.html.

around galaxies in the low mass regime, however, are likely to re-
main inaccessible at least in the near future. As we highlight later
in Section 4.2, this means that more massive galaxies exhibit tidal
features that are both more frequent and stronger.

Finally, we explore how our ability to detect tidal features
around galaxies declines with redshift. Figure 13 shows the same
detected flux and detected area fractions as a function of the red-
shift at which each object is observed for approximately Milky
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Figure 13. Top the fraction of tidal flux found in detected structures as a
function of redshift in ∼ M? galaxies for different r-band limiting surface
brightnesses. Coloured lines indicate the median fraction of flux in detected
structures for a given redshift and coloured regions indicate the central 68th
percentile (1σ ) of the distribution. Bottom: the fraction of pixels detected
as a function of redshift for different r-band limiting surface brightness.
Coloured lines indicate the medial fraction of pixels detected in different
stellar mass bins and coloured regions indicate the central 68th percentile
(1σ ) of the distribution. An interactive version of this plot showing multiple
limiting surface brightnesses and stellar mass bins can be found at garreth-
martin.github.io/files/completeness.html.

Way mass galaxies and for a range of limiting surface brightnesses,
which are indicated in the legend. Towards higher redshifts, the
fraction of detected flux declines quite sharply such that we do not
expect to be able to detect tidal features around any Milky Way
mass galaxy after a redshift of z = 0.4, even at 10-year LSST depth.

An interactive online supplement to this plot (garreth-
martin.github.io/files/completeness.html) shows how the detected
flux and detected area fraction evolve with redshift for different
stellar mass bins and limiting surface brightnesses.
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4 CHARACTERISATION OF TIDAL FEATURES BY
HUMAN CLASSIFICATION

4.1 Visual classification of mock images

As discussed in Section 2.6, all images were classified indepen-
dently by at least 2 people and a set of 600 images were indepen-
dently classified by 5 people. Each of our classifiers has experience
in the field of LSB science and therefore has a good level of do-
main knowledge and many are also experts in the morphological
classification of galaxies.

4.1.1 Collated feedback

Classifiers were also asked to provide feedback commenting on
their experience classifying the mock images. Classifiers were
asked to evaluate their confidence in the reliability and repro-
ducibility of their classifications, whether there were any particu-
lar categories that they found difficult to classify and whether they
employed a particular strategy or methodology when performing
the classifications. We list our conclusions based on classifier re-
sponses below:

• Some classifiers were more conservative in their classifica-
tions than others, particularly in classifying mergers or fainter tidal
features. Classifiers made what they felt was the most reasonable
interpretations, but most felt that these choices were subjective and
therefore liable to change between classifiers.
• Some classifiers were more confident in the reproducibility

of their classification than others. Broadly, classifiers felt that they
were able to identify the presence of tidal features very reliably, but
felt that, in some cases, detailed characterisation and distinguish-
ing between similar categories of tidal feature was difficult (e.g.
differentiating tidal tails, stellar streams, plumes and shells from
one another) and that precisely determining the frequency of these
features in each image was also difficult.
• Classifiers generally felt that their classifications became more

consistent as they classified more objects. In some cases, where
classifiers went back through and repeated their classifications, they
ended up revising some of their original classification and particu-
larly the earliest images that they classified.
• In the case of faint or poorly resolved tidal features, it was

often difficult to place these features into a specific category. Clas-
sifiers generally placed such features into miscellaneous category
in these cases.
• In the absence of 3-d kinematic information, ambiguities arise

in the classification of certain features. Excluding tidal features
within the field of view that were not associated with any inter-
action with the host galaxy added a degree of complexity to the
classification as making this determination could be difficult, for
example in the case where there is significant overlap between two
objects but not clear tidal disturbance. For the deepest / highest spa-
tial resolution images, classifications tended to become more diffi-
cult as the complexity of the morphology and environment of the
tidal features became more apparent.
• Counting certain categories of tidal feature, like the number

of shells, plumes or asymmetric features was not always simple. In
a single halo, it is much easier to identify multiple distinct plumes
than in a group environment, where it becomes much more difficult
due to multiple overlapping features.
• For more distant (poorly resolved) objects there was a feeling

among classifiers that they may have been susceptible to seeing
asymmetries in the stellar halo that were not present.

• At low spatial resolution, distinguishing merging systems
from close pairs is challenging due to a lack of resolved tidal fea-
tures. In general, classifiers found the concept of double nuclei sys-
tems to be quite uncertain as there was a large degree of subjectivity
in determining if two nuclei are close, share a common envelope,
are just the result of projection, etc, which becomes more difficult
for more distant objects.

Despite the high level of expertise of our classifiers, many of
them still found the exercise challenging. Some of the difficulties
raised by the classifiers could be alleviated by designing the study
differently, but there are also factors that are more difficult or im-
possible to address. For example it is doubtful whether it is possi-
ble to produce entirely consistent classifications between classifiers
due to the subjective nature of many of the decisions that classifiers
are required to make. Additionally, classifiers likely have differing
notions of what exactly constitutes a given class of tidal feature, a
lack of any standard definitions likely compounds this in addition
to making any comparisons between classifiers or between studies
necessarily qualitative. Since it is impossible to completely stan-
dardise the classification process, this implies that there will always
be differences between human classifiers.

4.1.2 Census of tidal features by class

In this section we consider the frequency at which different classes
of tidal feature were identified by our human classifiers. Figure 14
shows the fraction of galaxies at z = 0.05 in which different classes
of tidal feature were identified for different stellar masses and lim-
iting surface brightnesses.

We see similar behaviour in the prevalence of shells as seen
in observational studies like Bílek et al. (2020)13, and the decline
in the prevalence of shells with stellar mass remains across differ-
ent limiting surface brightness (with differing normalisation). In-
terestingly, while we see similar behaviour for tails and streams
at lower limiting surface brightnesses, at µ lim

r (3σ ,10′′ × 10′′) =
35 mag arcsec−2, there is little difference in their prevalence across
mass bins, indicating that while these features are present at similar
levels across the mass range we consider, they are typically fainter
and more difficult to detect in lower mass galaxies.

In the highest mass bin, streams and tails are both de-
tected at similar rates regardless of limiting surface brightness for
µ lim

r (3σ ,10′′×10′′) ≥ 30 mag arcsec−2 indicating that the major-
ity of streams and tidal tails are at least this bright in these more
massive galaxies. Meanwhile, merger remnants and double nuclei
are quite reliably identified regardless of limiting surface brightness
and occur at relatively similar levels across stellar mass.

In all, close to 100 per cent of galaxies exhibit some kind of
distinct tidal feature (i.e. not just asymmetries) at µ lim

r (3σ ,10′′×
10′′) = 35 mag arcsec−2 regardless of mass. However, this number
falls fairly significantly as more realistic limiting surface bright-
nesses are considered. This result is in broad agreement with Vera-
Casanova et al. (2021), who show that∼ 90 per cent of their Aurgia
models show clear LSB features at 31 mag arcsec−2 for a sample of
host galaxies with an average stellar mass of 1010.8 M� (compare
with the most massive bin of the ‘Any’ panel of Figure 14).

13 It should be noted that the sample of Bílek et al. (2020) is more strongly
dominated by elliptical galaxies and that we have not attempted to replicate
their definitions for different tidal feature classes.
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Figure 14. Histograms indicating the prevalence of different classes of tidal feature as a function of stellar mass and limiting surface brightness. Bars indicate
the fraction of galaxies that exhibit at least one instance of a given class of tidal feature in each mass bin. The four mass bins have a width of 0.5 dex and
run from 9.25 M� to 11.25 M�, and errorbars for each bin are determined by bootstrap. At the highest limiting surface brightness, almost all galaxies exhibit
coherent tidal features regardless of their mass. We observe significantly different behaviour in the prevalence of tidal features as a function of limiting surface
brightness and stellar mass across different classes.

4.2 Visual biases

4.2.1 Effect of redshift and limiting surface brightness

In this section we study how the number of tidal features identi-
fied changes as a function of limiting surface brightness and red-
shift. Figure 15 shows the average number of distinct tidal features
identified per galaxy (excluding mergers, double nuclei and mis-
cellaneous asymmetries) at z = 0.05 as a function of galaxy ex-situ
mass for overlapping logarithmic bins of width 0.4 dex. Different
coloured lines indicate our results based on mock images with dif-
ferent limiting surface brightnesses. We find a similar result to that
shown in Figure 11 – as fexsitu increases the average number of

tidal features identified also tends to increase. Red error bars indi-
cate the number of tidal features detected in individual galaxies (for
µ lim

r (3σ ,10′′×10′′) = 31 mag arcsec−2), with errors derived from
the standard deviation in 3 different projections with each projec-
tion classified independently by at least two classifiers. There exists
a fairly wide spread, which can be seen in the hatched region indi-
cating the 1σ dispersion of the points.

If we use the µ lim
r (3σ ,10′′× 10′′) = 35 mag arcsec−2 line as

a proxy for the true number of tidal features, we see that the aver-
age galaxy has at least one identified tidal feature regardless of the
ex-situ mass fraction and that the average number of tidal features
identified increases only modestly with fexsitu, although the trend
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Figure 15. The average number of tidal features identified by classifiers
as a function of galaxy ex-situ mass fraction. The solid red line indicates
the average number of distinct tidal features identified per galaxy (exclud-
ing the merger, double nuclei and asymmetry / misc category) at z = 0.05
for µ lim

r (3σ ,10′′ × 10′′) = 31 mag arcsec−2 as a function of fexsitu, with
error bars determined by bootstrap. Coloured dashed lines show the same
for different limiting surface brightnesses indicated in the legend. Light red
squares with errorbars indicate the number of tidal features counted in in-
dividual galaxies for µ lim

r (3σ ,10′′ × 10′′) = 31 mag arcsec−2 with errors
determined by the standard deviation across multiple classifiers and dif-
ferent projections. The hatched region indicates the central 68th percentile
(1σ ) spread for these points. The inset plot shows instead the number of
tidal features recovered as a fraction of the average number of tidal features
identified for µ lim

r (3σ ,10′′×10′′) = 35 mag arcsec−2 in each fexsitu bin. We
observe fairly weak evolution and large scatter in the number of tidal fea-
tures identified with fexsitu, especially at higher limiting surface brightness.

does appear to strengthen for large fexsitu. Considering the large
variation over time of the individual galaxy merger histories seen
in Figure D2, this fairly weak correspondence is perhaps not sur-
prising. It is also true that, while there is only a weak dependence
in the average number of tidal features with redshift, tidal features
in galaxies with low fexsitu are typically weaker so that, at brighter
limiting surface brightnesses, the trend strengthens.

The inset plot shows the number of tidal features identified
as a fraction of the average number identified at µ lim

r (3σ ,10′′ ×
10′′) = 35 mag arcsec−2 in each bin. At all limiting surface bright-
nesses shown, a greater fraction of tidal features are identified for
galaxies with higher ex-situ mass fractions. Considering that high
mass or high fexsitu galaxies tend to exhibit stronger tidal features
(e.g. Figure 12), we can expect a greater fraction of tidal features to
be bright enough to be detected at brighter limiting surface bright-
nesses. It is worth acknowledging that this reflects a possible obser-
vational bias – that the tidal features present in lower mass haloes
have fewer tidal features, but these tidal features are also likely to
be weaker – so that they are more likely to go undetected.

Figure 16 again shows the average number of distinct tidal
features identified per galaxy as a function of ex-situ stellar mass.
Tidal features are broken down into 3 categories: tidal tails and
bridges, streams and shells, and merger remnants or double nuclei
denoted by open triangles, squares and crosses respectively. We
observe markedly different behaviour in the trends across fexsitu
and limiting surface brightness for different classes of tidal feature.

Streams and shells are the best tracer of ex-situ mass, with tails,
bridges, mergers and double nuclei occurring with roughly constant
frequency across the range of ex-situ masses shown.

Being more numerous and longer lasting than other classes of
tidal feature (Greco et al. 2018b), shells and streams are expected to
better sample the average accretion history of the galaxy. However,
at the limiting surface brightness achievable by the Rubin Obser-
vatory, streams and shells are the least frequently identified class
of tidal feature (e.g. Figure 14). Since prevalence of shells and
streams appears to decline strongly towards fainter limiting sur-
face brightnesses (µ lim

r (3σ ,10′′× 10′′) ≤ 31 mag arcsec−2), espe-
cially compared with other classes of tidal feature such as tidal tails,
this indicates a decline in tidal feature strength at smaller ex-situ
masses, rather than being a direct tracer of the frequency of accre-
tion events. This is a natural consequence of the fact that features
such as streams and shells are typically formed in more unequal
mass ratio mergers with lower mass satellites.

Below µ lim
r (3σ ,10′′ × 10′′) =31 mag arcsec−2, there is al-

most no evolution in the normalisation of the trend with fexsitu
for both the tails/bridges and mergers/double nuclei classes, with
a stronger trend emerging at high fexsitu. Since both the frequency
and strength of tidal features changes with fexsitu it is difficult
to disentangle the effect, but the shallower relation seen for the
faintest limiting surface brightness suggests that it is driven by
these tidal features being generally fainter.

Figure 17 shows the average number of distinct tidal features
identified per galaxy (excluding mergers, double nuclei and miscel-
laneous asymmetries) as a function of redshift. Different coloured
lines correspond to different limiting surface brightnesses and the
black dashed line indicates the average number of tidal features
identified for µ lim

r (3σ ,10′′× 10′′) = 35 mag arcsec−2 at z = 0.05.
The average number of tidal features identified per galaxy falls
rapidly with redshift so that around ten times fewer tidal features
are identified when the same galaxies are viewed at z = 0.8 com-
pared with z = 0.05. This decline is principally a consequence of
cosmological dimming and the PSF or pixel scale blurring fea-
tures as apparent size of objects decreases. At fainter limiting sur-
face brightnesses, enough light could be scattered from the central
galaxy to its extended tidal features to obscure them, especially as
they move further into the core of the PSF towards higher redshifts
While this is likely not a concern at limiting surface brightnesses
achievable by the Rubin Observatory, the effect can become more
important in deeper imaging (see Appendix B for further details).

4.2.2 Effect of projection

In this section, we consider the difference in classifications made
in 3 different projections 90 degrees apart (xy, xz, yz) comparing
the scatter in the number of features identified against the scatter
between individual classifiers. We measure the standard deviation
of the number of features identified for each galaxy in two ways:
In the first case, we measure the standard deviation across classi-
fiers, σclassifiers, treating each projection of the same object inde-
pendently. In the second case, we measure the standard deviation
across projections, σprojection, using the mean number of classifica-
tions across all classifiers for each projection. Any objects where
no features of a given class were identified by any of the classifiers
are not considered. We obtain the fractional standard deviation by
dividing by the average number of features in each class and then
take the RMS of this value over all galaxies.

Figure 18 shows the evolution of these quantities as a func-
tion of limiting surface brightness and for different classes of tidal
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Figure 16. The average number of tidal features identified by classifiers as a function of galaxy ex-situ mass fraction at z = 0.05 split by limiting surface
brightness and tidal feature class. Tidal tails and bridges are indicated by triangular markers, tidal streams and shells by squares, mergers or double nuclei
by crosses, and all tidal features (not including the miscellaneous category) by circles. Different panels correspond to different limiting surface brightnesses
with a line for the ‘Any’ category at µ lim
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obtained from bootstrapping.
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Figure 17. The average number of tidal features identified by classifiers
as a function of redshift. Solid coloured lines indicate the average number
of distinct tidal features identified per galaxy (excluding the asymmetry /
misc category) as a function of redshift and for the different limiting sur-
face brightnesses indicated in the legend. The dashed black line indicates
the average number of tidal features identified for µ lim

r (3σ ,10′′ × 10′′) =
35 mag arcsec−2 at z = 0.05. Lines do not extend to z = 0.8 for the two
brightest limiting surface brightnesses because low signal-to-noise makes
visual classification too difficult for a majority of objects.

feature at z = 0.05. Tidal tails and bridges are indicated by tri-
angular markers, tidal streams and shells by squares, mergers or
double nuclei by crosses, and all tidal features (not including the
miscellaneous category) by circles. Colours indicate the limiting
surface brightness and error bars show 1σ uncertainties obtained
from bootstrapping. At the brightest limiting surface brightness, the
typical scatter in classifications is larger for σclassifiers, but towards
fainter limiting surface brightnesses, σprojection quickly becomes
larger, while σclassifiers does not change very significantly. In other
words, at sufficient depth, disagreement between classifiers arising

purely from subjective disagreement on the classification of identi-
cal images is the dominant source of uncertainty, but uncertainties
arising from projection begin to dominate in shallower imaging. At
expected LSST surface brightness limits (30− 31 mag arcsec−2),
the uncertainty arising from projection is dominant for all but the
mergers / double nuclei categories.

Most robust to changing the limiting surface brightness is the
mergers and double nuclei category, which only sees a modest in-
crease in uncertainty towards brighter limiting surface brightness.
This is likely because features associated with merger remnants and
double nuclei are typically bright so are robustly detected regard-
less of image depth. Interestingly, the variability of σclassifiers for
mergers and double nuclei is the largest of any category (while still
quite modest) with an opposite trend to any of the other classes of
tidal feature. This increase in uncertainty with fainter limiting sur-
face brightness is also corroborated in the feedback given by classi-
fiers, who mentioned that very deep imaging made certain features
more difficult to classify. The visual appearance of lower surface
brightness features, which tend to be significantly more extended,
can change significantly through different projections leading to
significant variation. In the case of higher surface brightness fea-
tures, which are already clear at relatively bright limiting surface
brightness (and less variable with projection), deeper imaging acts
only to increase the prevalence of confounding sources which leads
to an increase in the variance between classifiers at fainter limiting
surface brightness.

Based on both qualitative evidence from classifiers themselves
and our quantitative analysis, we see that there are inherent uncer-
tainties which cannot be completely removed. While there is typ-
ically improvement with deeper imaging, in some circumstances,
classifications actually become less robust. Of course, a solution to
this problem, which would be effective at least up to the surface
brightness of the features themselves, would be to apply brighter
surface brightness cuts than the actual limiting surface bright-
ness of the data. However, if we note the difference in normal-
isation between the µ lim

r (3σ ,10′′ × 10′′) = 35 mag arcsec−2 and
31 mag arcsec−2 panels of Figure 16, it is evident that some merg-
ing systems / double nuclei are only revealed at very faint limiting
surface brightnesses meaning some fraction of systems would be
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Figure 18. Evolution of the RMS fractional σprojection and σclassifiers and
as a function of limiting surface brightness at z = 0.05. Tidal tails and
bridges are indicated by triangular markers, tidal streams and shells by
squares, mergers or double nuclei by crosses and all tidal features (not
including the miscellaneous category) by circles. Colours show the lim-
iting surface brightness as indicated in the legend and error bars show
1σ uncertainties obtained from bootstrapping. No marker is plotted for
shells at µ lim

r (3σ ,10′′ × 10′′) = 28 mag arcsec−2 because almost no ob-
jects display shells. While fainter limiting surface brightnesses typically
improve the accuracy of classifications, the opposite is true in the case of
the merger/double nuclei category.

missed in this case. Also note that we do not model foreground
and background objects or other astrophysical contaminants in our
mock images, the inclusion of which would likely further reduce
the agreement between classifiers.

5 SUMMARY

In this paper we have performed a comprehensive theoretical inves-
tigation of the extended diffuse light around galaxies and galaxy
groups down to low stellar mass densities and explored the relia-
bility of human classifications under different observational biases.
Our sample consists of 37 unique objects from the NEWHORIZON

simulation whose progenitors we select at z = 0.2, z = 0.4,0.6 and
0.8 giving a total of 148 objects across 4 different redshifts with
stellar masses 109.5 < M?/M� < 1011.5. Our main findings based
on automated techniques and human visual classification are as fol-
lows:

(i) Distribution of tidal flux:

(a) A large fraction of tidal flux is expected to be detectable
at LSST 10-year depth. Assuming the LSST pipeline is suitably
optimised, 50 per cent of the total flux from substructure
identifiable as distinct tidal features is detectable with a limiting
surface brightness of µ lim

r (3σ ,10′′×10′′) = 30.5 mag arcsec−2.
90 per cent of the pixels that make up tidal features are brighter
than µ lim

r (3σ ,10′′×10′′) = 32 mag arcsec−2 by area. However,
almost all of the more diffuse light around galaxies (which
makes up around 25 per cent of the total light in tidal features)
will remain undetectable at a limiting surface brightness of
µ lim

r (3σ ,10′′ × 10′′) = 30− 31 mag arcsec−2 outside of very

coarse binning.

(b) Much of the tidal flux in galaxies is found at large radii.
While 50 per cent of tidal flux is contained within 7 Reff of the
galaxy centre on average, close to 100 per cent of flux is only
reached by 25 Reff or ∼ 0.6 Rvir.

(c) The amount of tidal flux detected is strongly dependent
on limiting surface brightness. At brighter limiting surface
brightnesses the normalisation of the relation between mass
and tidal flux decreases so that the average ftidal for a MW
mass galaxy (M? ≈ 1010.5 M�) decreases from ∼ 5 per cent at
µ lim

r (3σ ,10′′× 10′′) = 31 mag arcsec−2 to only a fraction of a
per cent at µ lim

r (3σ ,10′′× 10′′) = 28 mag arcsec−2, while the
scatter increases from 0.4 dex at µ lim

r (3σ ,10′′×10′′) = 31 mag
arcsec−2 to 1.3 dex at µ lim

r (3σ ,10′′×10′′) = 28 mag arcsec−2.

(d) At predicted LSST limiting 10-year depth, a majority (75
per cent) of tidal flux in MW mass galaxies (M? > 1010.5 M�) is
detectable at z = 0.05. At low masses (M? < 1010 M�), almost
no galaxies are expected to exhibit visible tidal features. This is
driven by the fact that tidal features are less frequent, but also
generally weaker in lower mass galaxies. Even if a shallower
final depth of 29.5 mag arcsec−2 is assumed, we still expect the
Rubin Observatory to detect more than 60 per cent of flux in
tidal features for galaxies of MW mass or greater.

(e) Similarly, tidal features become significantly more
difficult to detect at higher redshifts so that we would not
expect to routinely identify any tidal features around MW mass
galaxies beyond z = 0.2. While cosmological dimming is the
primary driver, smearing of tidal features as they move into
the core of the PSF may also play a role, particularly if very
faint limiting surface brightnesses are considered. In this case,
diffraction-limited, space-based observatories such as Roman
(Robertson et al. 2019) and Euclid (Borlaff et al. 2021) offer an
important complement to the Rubin Observatory.

(f) ex-situ mass fraction correlates with galaxy mass and
tidal flux fraction. Partial correlation coefficients indicate a more
favourable correlation with ex-situ mass (at a significance 2.2σ )
giving some indication that accretion history drives the tidal flux
fraction beyond the simple correlation with mass. We observe
a break in the relation between tidal flux and stellar mass at
1010.1±0.01

0.05 M�, corresponding to the crossover mass at which
mergers are thought to become the dominant process driving
galaxy evolution.

(ii) Reliability of human classification:

(a) Galaxies in the NEWHORIZON simulation exhibit a range
of analogues to observed tidal features. While data at sufficient
depth are relatively scant and exact comparisons are difficult,
the NEWHORIZON simulation produces tidal features whose
frequencies evolve with stellar mass in a way that is comparable
to trends seen in available observational data.

(b) At very faint limiting surface brightnesses
(µ lim

r (3σ ,10′′ × 10′′) = 35 mag arcsec−2), expert classi-
fiers were able to identify specific tidal features in close to 100
per cent of galaxies (M? > 109.5 M�). Certain features, like
merger remnants were identified at roughly the same frequency
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regardless of limiting surface brightness, while the detection of
shells was found to be much more sensitive to image depth.

(c) A greater number of tidal features were identified in
galaxies with high ex-situ mass fractions. When compared with
the number of tidal features identified for a limiting surface
brightness of µ lim

r (3σ ,10′′×10′′) = 35 mag arcsec−2, a greater
fraction of tidal features are detected in galaxies with higher
ex-situ mass fractions due to the fact that they are typically also
brighter. This reflects a possible observational bias since the
tidal features present in galaxies with a smaller number of tidal
features are also likely to be weaker and are, therefore, more
likely to go undetected.

(d) Concurrence between classifiers generally improves with
deeper imaging but morphologies can become more complex,
introducing uncertainty in precise characterisation. In partic-
ular, classifiers were less likely to concur with each other the
presence of a merger remnant and double nuclei when viewing
deeper images.

(e) Concurrence between classifiers is quite robust to differ-
ent limiting surface brightnesses, but brighter limiting surface
brightnesses produce much weaker agreement when classifica-
tions over different projections of the same object are compared.
Typically different projections of the same object produce a
larger scatter in classifications than the scatter between different
classifiers viewing the same object in the same orientation.

Our findings, which are based on realistic Rubin Observa-
tory mock images at the final LSST survey depth (30− 31 mag
arcsec−2), indicate that the Rubin Observatory will be well situ-
ated to provide high quality observations of the tidal features sur-
rounding galaxies. We expect the Rubin Observatory to open up
a new region of discovery space by delivering sufficiently deep
imaging down to intermediate redshifts (z < 0.2) and stellar masses
(M? > 1010 M�) to study these structures in detail.
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APPENDIX A: EFFECTIVE RESOLUTION LIMIT FOR
DETECTING SHELLS

The stellar particle mass resolution of a cosmological simulation puts limits
on its ability to resolve structures. For instance, an image of a structure with
a total stellar mass close to the stellar mass resolution of a simulation may
not have sufficient contrast against the background of the host galaxy to be
detectable, even if the particles that make up the structure are kinematically
distinct from the galaxy. Given the stellar mass of a structure in a simula-
tion, one can estimate the number of stellar particles in the structure and
use this number to predict whether it is resolved (detectable) in a simula-
tion with known stellar particle mass. In this section, we present the lower
limits on detectable shells based on the NEWHORIZON stellar particle mass
resolution (1.3×104 M�).

Following Bazkiaei et al. (in preparation), we combine analytical pro-
files of shells based on Sanderson & Bertschinger (2010) and Sanderson &
Helmi (2013) with Sérsic (1968) models in order to estimate the numerical
limits of the simulation to resolve tidal features.

Table A1 specifies four host galaxy Sérsic models which we select to
bracket a realistic range of parameter space and to be roughly representative
of galaxies found in the four mass bins shown in Figure 12. Shell models
are generated according to Equations (1) and (19) of Sanderson & Helmi
(2013). Following the same notation used by Sanderson & Helmi (2013),
we generate models for a range of characteristic widths, δr , galactocentric
radii rs and opening angles, α , as well as for a range of stellar masses.

To find the stellar mass within a shell, we produce mass maps for every
combination of galaxy and shell model matching the Rubin Observatory
0.2′′ pixel scale (corresponding to a physical size of 0.19, 0.37, 0.66, 1.08,
1.51 kpc per pixel for the lowest to highest redshift of this work). The maps
are then re-binned to 1′′ to mimic the procedure we use to produce mock
images from NEWHORIZON galaxies (see Section 2.3.3). Two types of re-
binned 1′′ image created:
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Figure A1. The main plot shows numerical lower limits for the average
surface brightness of the faintest detectable shell as a function of galac-
tocentric radius for different galaxy and shell models. Different coloured
lines indicate different galaxy Sérsic models, while solid, dot-dashed and
dashed lines indicate different opening angles. Darker or lighter colours in-
dicate different characteristic widths with all values shown in the legend.
We expect any shells (with a given set of parameters and at a given ra-
dius) with surface brightnesses fainter than these lines to be undetectable in
NEWHORIZON mock images, regardless of the image depth. For reference
we also show coloured horizontal lines, which highlight the surface bright-
ness limits of mock images used throughout this work. The inset plot shows
the surface brightness of the faintest detectable shell averaged over the dif-
ferent parameter values of δr and α and measured at 4 Reff (solid lines)
and 10 Reff (dashed lines) as a function of redshift. Line colours again indi-
cate the Sérsic models while the shaded region indicate the range of values
measured across the different shell parameters.

(i) 1′′ mass maps – we perform a simple re-binning of the original 0.2′′

maps to 1′′ – used to determine the stellar mass of each shell model and the
region of each galaxy overlapped by the shell model.

(ii) PSF convolved surface brightness maps – the 0.2′′ mass maps are
used to calculate the r-band surface brightnesses of the tidal feature models
following the same procedure as detailed in Section 2.3.1 and assuming all
stars making up the tidal features are born at z = 2 and have a metallicity
of Z = 0.1. They are then convolved with the Hyper Suprime-Cam PSF
(Montes et al. 2021) and re-binned to 1′′.

Using the first set of mass maps, we calculate the signal-to-noise-ratio
(SNRshell) for each shell as follows:

SNRshell =
nshell

σshell
=

nshell√
2ngalaxy +nshell

, (A1)

where nshell and ngalaxy are the total number of star particles that comprise
the arc of the shell (i.e. the brightest part) and galaxy respectively within re-
gion described by the arc of the shell model given the stellar mass resolution
of the simulation. Shells are considered to be detected if SNRshell > 5.

Then, using the PSF convolved surface brightness maps, we calculate
the average surface brightness across the arc of the shell in order to find the
faintest detectable shell from among all the detected shell models.

The surface brightness of faintest detectable shells, based on the
NEWHORIZON stellar particle mass resolution are presented in Figure A1.
This Figure shows the numerical lower limits for the faintest r-band surface
brightness at which shells around each of the model galaxies are detected as
a function of galactocentric radius. Different galaxy models and shell model
parameters are represented by different colours and line styles respectively.

Even with its relatively high stellar mass resolution, we expect

NEWHORIZON to struggle to resolve shells with sufficient contrast close
to the central parts of galaxies. Around our most massive model galaxy in
particular, signal-to-noise is not sufficient to detect any of our model shells
with surface brightnesses fainter than 31 mag arcsec−2 within galactocen-
tric radii smaller than 4.5 Reff. For less massive galaxy models, it is possible
to detect faint shells at significantly smaller radii, however.

Overall, NEWHORIZON is expected to resolve shells (and likely other
types of tidal feature) to within small radii for limiting surface brightnesses
realistically achievable by the main LSST survey (µ lim

r (3σ ,10′′× 10′′) ≤
31 mag arcsec−2). More care needs to be taken in interpreting predictions
at higher limiting surface brightnesses as observationally detectable features
may not reach sufficient signal-to-noise to be resolved in the simulation out
to relatively large radii (rs� 10 Reff).

Note that in our treatment we do not account for possible differences
in the stellar populations of the galaxy and tidal features which result in dif-
fering mass-to-light ratios between the galaxy and shell. Tidal features may
also be easier to detect in false colour images in cases where their colours
differ enough from host galaxy, even if there is insufficient signal-to-noise
in any single band. We cannot quantify how much this would improve our
results, except to say that we do see this effect in at least some mock images.
Without knowing the underlying spatial distribution of shells, it is difficult
quantify the significance of the impact that an inability to detect shells close
to the central galaxy has, however. On the other hand, depending on viewing
angle, shells may be expected to be brighter at their maximum than other
types of tidal feature since stars accumulate at the shell apocenter. How-
ever, since we consider an average signal-to-noise across the whole arc of
the shell, we expect this effect to be lessened.

APPENDIX B: EFFECT OF THE PSF ON THE
VISIBILITY OF TIDAL FEATURES

Figure B1 illustrates the effect of the PSF on the median surface bright-
ness profile of our galaxies. In the top right panel we show a comparison of
the measured PSF from Montes et al. (2021) and best fitting Moffat (1969)
and Gaussian distributions. The wings of the PSF are not well described
by either Gaussian or Moffat distributions beyond a few arcseconds and
this becomes increasingly severe towards large radii. We therefore find that
neither are appropriate choices for modelling the effect of the PSF in the
faint outskirts of the galaxy. The remaining panels show median surface
brightness profiles compared to the PSF for different redshifts. The solid
lines show the median relative surface brightness profile of the raw mock
images, dashed lines show the median relative surface brightness profiles
after they have been convolved with the PSF and the dotted black line in-
dicates the PSF. The profiles and PSF in each panel are scaled to a fixed
physical scale, with the angular scale indicated separately on the upper x-
axis. Towards higher redshift, as the increasing angular scale means that
fainter regions of the galaxy surface brightness profile move further into
the core of the PSF, the convolved profiles start to depart significantly from
the original profiles. As we neglect any possible contribution of scattered
light from stars, this effect is entirely the result of smearing and the scat-
tering of light from the bright core of the galaxy into the fainter outskirts.
We therefore expect that, for very deep imaging, the PSF will have some
impact on how well we are able to detect tidal features. For a noise level of
µ lim

r (3σ ,10′′× 10′′) = 31 mag arcsec−2, we find that the visibility of tidal
features is noticeably impacted by the PSF, becoming especially apparent
after z = 0.4. However, we do not find that this effect is strong enough
that previously visible tidal features routinely become invisible, particu-
larly at typical limiting surface brightnesses accessible to the Rubin Ob-
servatory. As instruments improve further and it becomes possible to probe
even deeper into the outskirts of galaxies, we can expect that this effect will
become more important.
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Figure B1. Top left: Comparison of the measured 1D PSF from Montes
et al. (2021) with a the best fit Moffat (1969) and Gaussian distributions.
Other panels: surface brightness profiles compared to the PSF for differ-
ent redshifts (indicated in the top right corner of each panel). Solid lines
show the median relative surface brightness profile of the raw mock im-
ages, dashed lines show the median relative surface brightness profiles after
they have been convolved with the PSF, and the dotted black line shows the
Montes et al. (2021) PSF. Coloured filled regions indicate the central 68th
percentile (1σ ) of profiles where the hatched region indicates the uncon-
volved profile. The x-axis limits are fixed in physical units between 0.2 kpc
and 250 kpc with the equivalent scale in arcseconds for each redshift shown
on the top x-axis of each panel. The grey hatched region indicates radii
smaller than the 0.2′′ Rubin Observatory pixel size.

APPENDIX C: SELECTING THE EX-SITU MASS TIME
INTERVAL

We try to choose a time interval that gives the tightest relation between ex-
situ mass and halo mass, however it is not obvious what this interval should
be. While longer timescales probe more of the accretion history galaxy, they
may not reflect the current state of the galaxy (for example, if the galaxy re-
cently underwent a merger) and so at some point may begin to correlate
poorly with the halo mass. Equally a timescale that is too small will be
effected more strongly by the stochasticity inherent in galaxy accretion his-
tories.

By changing the value of tmin in Equation (4), we vary the time over
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Figure C1. Correlation coefficient for different time intervals with 1σ un-
certainties indicated by error bars. The inset plot shows a region enclosing
the 1σ scatter for the Mh– fexsitu relation for ∆t = [2,4,6,8] where the colour
of the region corresponds to the value ∆t indicated by the coloured error bars
in the main plot.
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Figure C2. Correlation coefficient for different time intervals with 1σ un-
certainties indicated by error bars. The inset plot shows a region enclosing
the 1σ scatter for the Mh– fexsitu relation for ∆t = [2,4,6,8] where the colour
of the region corresponds to the value ∆t indicated by the coloured error bars
in the main plot.

which we measure the ex-situ mass fraction. Here we consider the affect
of adopting different time intervals ∆t such that tmin = tmax−∆t. We then
measure the distance correlation coefficient (Székely et al. 2007) between
fexsitu and Mh.

Figure C1 shows how the correlation coefficient behaves for different
values of ∆t. Open circles with error bars indicate the value of the corre-
lation coefficient and associated 1σ uncertainty as a function of ∆t. In the
inset panel we plot filled and hatched regions which enclose the 1σ scatter
of the Mh– fexsitu relation for multiple values of ∆t (∆t = [2,4,6,8]). The
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colour of each region corresponds to the value ∆t and is indicated by the 4
coloured error bars in the main plot.

We find that increasing the timescale does not have a significant in-
fluence on the level of correlation in either case. We therefore adopt the
maximum possible value of ∆t for each galaxy (i.e. over the whole life-
time of the galaxy) as this better reflects the overall accretion history of the
galaxy.

APPENDIX D: REDSHIFT EVOLUTION

We calculate the change in fexsitu and ftidal for our sample of 37 galaxies
in the time interval between highest and lowest redshifts that we consider
(z = 0.8 and z = 0.2) and define the growth rate of fexsitu, Γexsitu; Equation
(D1), and the tidal mass fraction, Γtidal; Equation (D2), as follows:

Γexsitu =
fexsitu(z = 0.2,z = ∞)− fexsitu(z = 0.8,z = ∞)

fexsitu(z = 0.2,z = ∞)∆t
, (D1)

where fexsitu is defined in Equation 4 and ∆t is the time between z = 0.8 and
z = 0.2 (∼ 4 Gyr).

Γtidal =
ftidal(z = 0.2)− ftidal(z = 0.8)

ftidal(z = 0.2)∆t
(D2)

where ftidal is defined in Equation 5.
Figure D1 shows the distribution Γexsitu (top panel) and Γtidal (bottom

panel) both obtained from Gaussian kernel density estimates using 10,000
bootstraps. The numbers in red and green at the top of both panels indicate
the percentage of galaxies whose growth rate is either negative or positive
respectively with their associated 1σ errors. The standard deviation of the
distribution of Γexsitu and Γtidal is 0.15 Gyr−1 and 0.18 Gyr−1 respectively,
indicating relatively large swings in the growth rate (amounting to a greater
than ∼ 50 per cent change over the 4 Gyrs between z = 0.8 and z = 0.2 in
40–50 per cent of the population). In both cases the growth rate in the red-
shift range between z = 0.8 and z = 0.2 is consistent with an equal number
of galaxies having negative and positive growth rates.

Additionally, the median Γexsitu and the median Γtidal are both con-
sistent with no average change (−0.0186± 0.0261 Gyr−1 for Γexsitu and
−0.0230± 0.0652 Gyr−1 for the Γtidal). This is also true if we consider
the overall fractional change in the net fexsitu and ftidal, which we cal-
culate by taking the mean value weighted by the host galaxy masses
(−0.0292±0.0295 Gyr−1 for Γexsitu and −0.0187±0.0246 Gyr−1 for the
Γtidal).

Finally, Figure D2 shows the total number of mergers undergone by
the galaxies in our sample, which we adopt as a rough proxy for the number
of discrete units of mass entering the galaxy halo over time (i.e. objects that
could be disrupted in the galaxy halo to form tidal features). The main plot
shows the total number of mergers with mass ratio R > 1 : 1000 that each
galaxy has undergone as a function of their stellar mass and the inset plot
shows individual tracks indicating the change in the merger rate history
of each galaxy as a function of redshift for the same sample of galaxies.
The merger rate history for a small sub-sample of galaxies is highlighted
with thicker coloured lines, while the remaining galaxy merger histories are
shown as thin grey lines. While we observe a clear average evolution in the
merger rate, there is a very significant spread in both the total number of
mergers that galaxies have undergone at fixed stellar mass as well as in the
overall shape and normalisation of galaxy merger histories. In the range of
redshifts that we consider in this paper (z = 0.2 to z = 0.8), we see galaxy
merger rates decreasing on average, but the variation in the merger histories
between z = 0.2 and z = 0.8 is very large, with merger rates increasing
significantly (fractional increase greater than 0.1) in ∼ 15 per cent of cases
or remaining roughly flat (fractional change of less than 0.1) for a further
∼ 30 per cent of cases.

Together, these results indicate that, although there is a clear average
evolution in galaxy accretion histories over cosmic time, the merger histo-
ries of individual galaxies are sufficiently stochastic that we do not expect to
observe this trend in individual galaxies over the timescale that we consider
in this study.
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Figure D1. Top: the distribution of the fexsitu growth rate (Γexsitu) from
Gaussian kernel density estimates from 10,000 bootstraps. Bottom: the dis-
tribution of the ftidal growth rate (Γtidal) from Gaussian kernel density es-
timates from 10,000 bootstraps. Both growth rates are calculated between
z= 0.8 and z= 0.2. The grey region in both panels shows the 1σ uncertainty
in the kernel density estimate.

APPENDIX E: TIDAL FEATURE DETECTION METHOD

Here, we describe our method for determining detected pixels which is used
in the definition of the detection fraction used in Section 3.3. We take into
account the fact that it is generally possible to detect contiguous structures
by eye, even if they are made up of pixels that are mostly fainter than the
surface brightness limit. This is because only relatively few detected pixels
grouped close together are required for a contiguous structure to be recog-
nised even if these detected pixels make up a small fraction of the total area
of the visible tidal feature. Our aim is to identify these structures in a way
that produces similar results to the human eye while rejecting regions of
noise.

We adopt a definition for detected structures based on the connections
between pixels that are 1σ above the noise level in images produced from
particles that are part of dense tidal features only (e.g. Figure 5, panel c).
We proceed as follows:

(i) We first use the binary_fill_holes function implemented in
SciPy (Virtanen et al. 2020) using a cross-shaped 3×3 structuring element,
which allows us to construct a mask consisting of every pixel lying within
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Figure D2. Number of mergers with mass ratio R < 1:1000 undergone per
galaxy since z = 5 as a function of galaxy stellar mass. The hatched region
encloses the 1σ scatter and the black line indicates the median. The inset
plot shows the merger rate (R < 1:1000) per Gyr of individual galaxies as
a function of redshift. The thick dashed line shows the evolution of the
median merger rate of all the galaxies in the sample, thin grey lines show
the merger rate history for each galaxy individually, with a small random
subset highlighted with thicker coloured lines for clarity.
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Figure E1. Example images showing the process of locating detected
structures for limiting surface brightnesses of µ lim

r (3σ ,10′′ × 10′′) =

32 mag arcsec−2, 30 mag arcsec−2 and 28 mag arcsec−2. Each panel of the
first column shows a map of pixels that are at least 1σ brighter than the noise
level for each given limiting surface brightness level (red) plotted over the
same map for a limiting surface brightness of 35 mag arcsec−2 (gray). For
this column only, the images are interpolated for illustrative purposes in or-
der to average out the effect of noise, which otherwise makes it difficult to
distinguish between the red and grey maps. The second column shows the
binary mask resulting from a 3× 3 element binary hole fill and the third
column shows the final mask after applying a binary erosion.

the boundary of a connected region (i.e. we fill any undetected pixels that
are surrounded by detected pixels).

(ii) In order to remove small isolated structures which arise from spuri-
ous detections in the noise, we then perform a binary erosion on the mask
with enough iterations that structures no longer appear in isolated regions
of the image.

(iii) Any flux found in pixels that are within the mask is considered to
be detected.

Figure E1 shows our method performed on an example galaxy. Left-
hand panels show detection maps consisting of pixels that are at least
1σ brighter the noise level for each given limiting surface brightness
level (red) plotted over the same map for a limiting surface brightness of
35 mag arcsec−2 (gray). These images are interpolated (smoothed) in order
to average out the effect of noise, which otherwise makes it difficult to dis-
tinguish between the red and grey maps (for illustrative purposes only). The
second column shows the binary mask resulting from a 3×3 element binary
hole fill and the third column shows the final mask after applying a binary
erosion. Although the interpolated detection maps and final masks appear
similar at fainter limiting surface brightnesses, the utility of this method be-
comes more apparent at limiting surface brightnesses closer to that of the
tidal features. In this case the area of visible tidal features is significantly
larger than the area of pixels that make up the detection map.
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